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ORION COUNTY MAN WARNED
Fulton, Ky.. April 21.—After an
(lines+ extending over a Period or
more than a year. Mrs. Linter Mead-
' • vv'e-. ireirielRefer. W. *redoes, Oriels
city. breathed her last In St. Luke's
temples! at St. Louis, where site bed
been a patient since leaving Fele=
lam sunineer. Her father. A. T.
bee-hell, was at bar .bedaide at death.
'lb.' &needing phoeciatus of that In-
say that the disease, .often-
in g of the brain, which resulted in
death the morning, had leen sere-yin's
uptin her fur • member of years The
message bearing the sad tidings was
revived by elle Meadows this morning
who left for St_ Lose on the first
halo aceoutpaned b) hi daughter.
Mee Mary
The: remains wilt be west to North
Middletown, Ky., for interment, as the
Meowed had a number of times re-
wired a desire to be buried there.
Mrs Meadows will be remembered
a• the woman in the Meadowaellawley
case. in whet the busbutel- leveled
_Uterelisielreek_iiillEinA4 Alike/Whiff
-11reticrowe Ceelelifit
for Illeteorth damages see& ea-
t, red and compromised The araisdal
atonadered respensible for Mrs.
Meadows' Mirth.
TO. Illidte Nut Found.
Clintun. Ky., April 21.---ToM
White, the roan man who nosier-
latterly disappeared in Hereman couhly
ten does sea. levying h. young wife
and chtlit Is Mete pretty ouuntr>
home between Ceutethelcl and Clin-
e-iv, has sot bees becated yet sod all
.ear s% for dm Wain twan bag been
In vein His wife and relatives sow
fear that be hes been nterdered and
hi. bade hidden. It Is well known
that he had quite a stem of mom, on
hi. versus the morteng he disap-
peared. The day before he sold a line
tee t 4 mules to Woodford Riego and
Toni Drewry. at Centan. for which
h., received $100. It 111 understood
11.0 he Was to deposit the money
a .1 h another large sum at Mummer the
next day. and It wads between MR
home and Moscow that Is is believed
he met with foul play. Mr. White,
tether of the yoling nes*. who Is a
wealthy farmer, residing oear Cayce.
in Fulton county, will not glee up the
starch and be will be assisted by 
CO
eaves Brown, the father of the young
mares wife, as well se others who err
intervened. Tow White is one of the
moat popular young men of Hickman
county and his mysterious disappear-
ance has created quite an excitement.
Murray Harris is Caught at Home
by Constable Clint Drinkard, Who
Has Been Chasing Calloway Riders.
Judge Wells Appears at Louis.
vine, But He Declines to be
Interviewed on Subject by
Newspaper Men.
Louisville, Ky., April
clad --(annoy Judge Wells., of Cal-
loway county, in here. He refuse to
talk ef UO. %HUM/Olt to say he
lerlic%ef. the backbone of the sight
riders ix broken. He Ii. not going to
lenialifort and han not seen the god-
moor.
The Cincirmati Enquirer ties morn-
ing mid Judge Wells was Hoeing from
t riders and this inceased bins. 
Murray, April 21.—(Special)
—Murray Harris is in the custody of
the county officials again and will
testify .before the grand jury against
the night rider band, on the west
side of the county. Harris is the
'young min who confessed and impli-
cated other members of the band.
which has been operating around
Kirksey. Afterwards the night riders
made such- bold threats that his own
family drove him into exile to pro-
tect his life and theirs. Ills capture
was effected by Constable Clint
Drinkard, the brave ofneer, whose
store was burned, and around Whose
house a man was seen recently lurk-
ing with a rile. Drinkard has de-
voted his time since the burning of
his store to running down the night
riders in his neighborhood. He
brought Harris into town this morn-
feMe---e-Hittretteederstfelont_ ,Itkl=1090.--
lute)y necesaary in the chain of evi-
dence against the Kirksey night
rider's. He will not be allowed out pf
tis surveillance of the officers, and I6e.
will be protected by a guard.
Krede Kirk Captured.
'Murray. Ky., April 2I.—(Special.)
—The arrest last night of Keisie
Kirk on the bank of the Teammate
river on, three charges of n!ght rid-
Inw was oae of the Most gratifying
since the Cslioway county grand
jury reported. Keene., who is a
wild young fellow, was one of the
first indicted, but he had fled to Trigg
county, and was bard to find. His
arrest to Robert hardier. a special
deputy. also shows how well organ-
ised the fortes of the county are
under Judge Wells, Sheriff Edward.
and Major Albrecht. Lasiter Is one
of the men Istrolilex the ever, and
he war to report when Kelsie Kirk
lied crossed. Lasiter made the ar•
r—t elesself-ee-s-isilow.v town just
a• Keesie was preparing to cross back
Into Trigg county. He had been visit-
ing home folks. He was locked Up
In default of bond.
- -
Einem Williams appeared in Mur-
ray and gave bond.
Kelsie Kirk is coosIdered one of
the most active members of the east
side band. It is -charged that he has
pirticipated in forcing a number to
take the oath of allegiance to the
night riders, and seldom failed to be
present when something %Ss doing
on the pike at night. He was at one
time a street car motorman In Padu-
cah, and is well known in Calloway
county and those adjoluing.
It Is said that Kettle Kirk Is the
one who saved the life of Deputy
Sheriff John Holland a short tints'
ago, when one of the men, now in
Jail, was hiding ynder a building
along the highway to shoot Holland
U he passed. ,Kelsie Kirk, who Is
OIL al ,btarLootlessi
danger. and Holland returned to his
home by another route.
The 52 indictments returned are
timing 33 men, all members of the
east sfde band. it is understood that
the leadVs of that aggregation are
all Indicted, and the grand jury is
now engaged In the cases on the west
side. This accounts for the activity
f h Y night, In
their effort to find Murray Flares.
Quarterly Conterrwee at Broadway.
The Rev. J. W. Blackard, presid-
ing elder of the Paduaah dialect, wffl
hold the second quarterly conference
of the Broadway Methodist church to-
night at 7:45 o'clock at thotiturch.
All the officials of the obtesonh are ex-




The draft of the omnibus building bill
completed Secludes the g20,000 tnt-






George Beardon of Ballard
County Makes Certain of
Death.
Fall Breaks Rape But Bullet
Ends His Life.
PREPARED FOR HIS FUNERAL
After bathing ani carefully dress-
ing himself for burial, and writing a
note to his wife explaining the prepa-
fratinmo Omega- Irottearrelete -of-Gage
!Ballard county, took a rope and
iclimbed onto a rafter in his tobacco
,barn about 200 yards front his house.
He carried with hint also an old-
fashioned double barrel pistol. He
fastened one end of the rope securely
to another rafter and made a noose.
which he tilted about his own neck.
Then he poised himself on the eine of
the beam and fired a bullet into his
brain. He fell off the rafter on his
face, breaking the rope web the
weight of his body, and was found
stone cold in death by his family an
hour or more later. The deed was
done about 4:30 o'clock Monday after
noon, as the shot was heard by a
neighbor.
Bearden was a well-to-do farmer
between 5e -and 69 years oil, and
leaves a *IN and four grown sons,
one of whom. Urey Bearden, foe-
meregelixedeet Pettlaith, hut now
In Princeton.. -The note len by We
Bearden was brief: 'Ile. said he was
prepared for, burial and he left in-
structions concerning the funeral, but
he hinted at no cause for his rash art.
The.funeral will be held tomorrow
afternoon.
Maysville, Ky., April 21, 1Speciat I CONTRIACTOR HAS
—The High eehool etrike situation is
not changed. Superintendent Clinton
was bassed by pupil, when he tried to SELF INDICTED ON
address them. The new teacher in
tte place of 'Professor Cory ell was die
eltarged as he was unable to handle OWN EVIDENCE
the classes.
ye... is neing neie
in that city today. Several Paducah-
ans went to Cairo last aught and will
remain over until the votes are
counted.
CAIRO ELECTION Perhaps the most accommodating
man who has ever been presented be-
Aa election to determine whether fore la federal grand jury in Paducah
the city of Cairo will be wet or dry is D. B. Wilson. of the firm of Wilson
f the t h
Ca
ihardirk Quite Baselseas.
Croton Cky. April 21.—J. C. Bur-
dick, of Caton City, one of the oldest
and stoat prominent merchants of
Obion county. received • letter signed
"night riders," warning him to ckno
out his business and leave the com-
munity at once. *r. Buirellek, through
an agreement with J. ('. Harriet. own-
er of Reelfoot lake. has tied a monop-
oly en the 5th output sine.- the last-
ruling of tbe legielature, and the fish-
ermen becomlag inceneed at being
forced to accept Burdick's' price: for
• I their lisle adopted the methods of 
the
"hetet riders" and after destroying
several fish docks on the take, are
seeking vindkattou In the destruction
of Me prop•rty Of Mr. Burdick. We
learn from a reliable souree that Bur-




Fulton, Ky.. April 21 - A tele-
phone message was received from
Bardwell last neditr by Chief Baker
requesting him to look out for burg-
lars who broke into the Bardwell
Hardware reempany's store and stole
about 22 razors and 27 Roe poeket
knives: Me only troop left was a
black derby but else 7 le, and a whtte
foe hat was takes: front the store. The
pecket knives are 'tamped oil the
bedew "BerdweN iHardware Co.," and
• terrors tearing the "Keen Kutter •
breed merle by the eintenons Hard-
ware Co
BRYAN AND NAH/4014
Cincinnati, April 21 —Bryan has
chosen Judson .Harmon as hip run-
ning mate op the presidential ticket,
recording to Harmon's friends More-
over, he promised Harmon If the
Deneveratle ticket is elected be will
ask congress to make the vitae-prise
ileet eoolneto a cabinet in 'fiber
L. HENRY L. STONE MAKES REPLY
TO LETTER OF SENATOR-ELECT BRADLEY
Tells Why Re Should be Fight
lug for Republican Party Io.
stead of Against Probable
Noonisee.
The renewing circular let or sem
seat out be tlenator-eleset W. o Brad-
ley:
"My Dear Sir: In my judgment,
(mane to the bitter opposition of the
labor union and negroes, the eeection
of Taft, if he should be nominated.
would be greatly endangered.
"The federal officeholderg appear tic
be almost unanimously for Taft. be-
cause they generally seem to fear that
thee will be removed from °Mee if
they Mould oppose hen. They may
reel aseured that no such removal
wet be mode on this account, as every
ciesen has a right to his opinion.
Combinations of federal orncetholdere
may we trouble, but (hoer exercising
their Individual opinions Veil not be
nteleated.
"I hope that you go to your
ward convention, on April 25, and Ise
their your friends also attend, and that
you will lostruct your delegate. tic
vete for the nomination of Mr. Fair-
banks who can command the support
of all elements of our party, anti
who has ben kind to the people of
Kentucky
"Please see your trends in your
ward aid urge 'hat they immediately.
PO to work for Fairbanks
"Meir in mind that this struggle
lots not, In ants-ewe in the ad-
melioration* of the city of toile-
t-Me and .1cfrertem county. No city
or °empty officer! are to be elected
thin year. Vote for delegatee pledecel
for Fairbanks, and do not suffer
yourwatves to be turned from this puf-
f!~ by campalern cries uttered fot
the purpose of deceiving ReonlyileaD4
"I will thank you to answer me at
504 Kenteucky Title Melding. Yours.
etc. W. 0. BRADLEY."
CoL !atone's it" poem..
One copy was received by (701. Hen-
ry Stone, who made the followng
response:
"The Hon W. 0. Bradlee, 504 Ken-
tucky Title Bulading, City.—Dear Sir:
leer printed Moeller letter of the
13 inst. requeeeng me to support del-
egates Instructed- for the nomination
of Mr. Fairbanks for precedent at the
convention In my w-ard on the 25th
in.. has been duly reoeived and your
reasons for such ,action hare been foe
lit noted.
"First--Yon advocate opposition to
Secrete*. Taft for preaMent because
in your judgment. 'owing to the bitter
opposition of the labor unions and De-
grees. his election, if he should he
nominated, would be greatly 'endan-
gered.
"I have no knowledge et information
emt etch opposition to 'oeretary Tat t
exists to such RD extent as to weaken
him as a canddate twee,. all the vot-
ers of the United Aloes Cortain'y
notating he has said ea- in meek
or private life jumines an such oppo.
etion. as you must know full well.
and instead of inculeating or fostering
by speechee and letters the conviction
that either or both of tte•O elements
will oppose hie election, thus giving
Old and comfort to the followers of
Mr Breen. In my opinion. your time.
Mbar and influence would be better
employed In the interest of the Repub.
'Jean party, locally and nationally, as
(Continued on Page Four.).
Kicked It; Mule.
Alex Davis. a fernier, whose home
Is two and half miles from Melber,
was kicked in the' stomach by a mule oemeenue eye seniget and weeks',
just befoee noon today. His Injuries dee Itheng temperatuot Itlectseat
are not considered serious. but he will temperature rate-relate 78: lowest a.-
probably be laid up for several daye dab no,
.uran
absence of the prosecuting witness
yesterday appeared before the grand
jury and gave evidence on which in-
dictments were returned against his
firm. and V. Carpenter and J. D.
Walker, all contractors working on
the Hickman levee, and charged with
violating the eight hour law. "I
wanted to get the case over with."
said Mr. Wilson. "They were
Juryman just at the moment, and I
even offered to fill his place long
enough to Indict us."
JIM HOWARD'S CASE
Former District Attorney W. H.
Smith, of Louisvi le, is in the city at-
tending federal court. He is attor-
ney for Jim Howard, and while not
intending to anticipate the gov-
ernor's action, he expressed confi-
dence that the proof of his client's
Innocence was placed so clearly be-
fore the governor that a pardon will
he emitted.
Grain Market.
St. Louis. Apr y 21.—Wheat. 97




Brig. Gen. Roger Williams Comes
to Paducah to Assume Command of
Troops on Duty in the Black Patch.




Frankfort, Ky., April 21. (9Pecal)
---Brigadier General Roger D. Veil-
home, of Lexington, ounetbapeler of
the Kentucky national guard, has been
ordered to Paducah to take command
of the trooles in the.litlack Patch, fie
held a conference with the governor
at Frankfort, and It is understood he
has authority to use the entire force
of the state in his discretion to stamp
out night riding. Ma headquarters
wit, he- tn -Petit-cab. - •
It is evident from this that the stet*
authorities intend to bake advantage
of the breech made in Calloway coun-
t, to break up the night rider bands,
and an aggressive campaign will be
tarried on.
Major E. B Hewett, commanding
the first battallop of the Third regi-
ment, and Major G. W. Alionerett, el
the Second regiment, who has been
cemmandieg the detachment on duty
Iii the Black Patch, left Hopkimsetile
Pt 11:2o o'clock this morning presum-
ably to report to General Williams at
Paducah.
General Williams was commander
for many years of the Second regi
meat, and is one of the moat efficient
officers of the militia In the United
stabs.. When the state militia was
onganiged into a brigade, Colonel Wil-
liams was made brigadier general and
placed in command.
Genieral Williams Here.
Brigadier General Williams has ar-
rived hi Paducah and assumed com-
ntand of the troops. He declined to
be interviewed.
CAN'T GET NAMES-
Memphis. Tenn., 'April 21.—Four
iltalians were killed and forty injured
this morning by the premature ex-
plosion of blasting powder at a con-
struction caurp near Heber, Ark. The
interpreter was killed and names are
not obtainable.
Cyclone Suit.
The FLO of the Smith sisters against
J. H. White for $4,000 damages as a
tesult of millinery- being destroyed by
the collapse of a wall of the building
formerly occupied by the Boole Herd-
are company, has been on trial In
federal court today, a large number 
of witnesses being. Introduced. The
Smith sisters are represented by At-
torneys ('rice & Ross while Campbell
Campbell. Pt. S. Corbett. of Padu-
cute and City Attorney *mei 'Rich-
ards. of Louisville. repredept Captain
White.
The contention of the plaintiff is
that Capt. White was responsible for
the damage by allowing the wells
which had been rendered unsafe and
clangorous by a 'fire, to stand. The de-
feirse claims that the collapse was
caused by a tornado or In legal terms
"an aot of God." Practically every
contractor and builder in the city are
witnesses and other witnesses are
Weather Observer Borneman, and A
F lAgerwale and the othere injured
in the collapse of the building
SAYS I. N. BURNS
A special and informal meking of
the beard of aldermen was held in
the council 011ml:en; at the city hall
teie after/woke/. give the mendess ui
the board sad such citizen*. who de:-
sired to attend an opportunity or hear
the address of M. .N. Burns, of St.
Louis upon the proposition for the
granting of a railway franchise to the
raducalx.4._,Nottbeetieralloted.'
men Morrill, Baker. Hannan, Miller.
Oehischlaeger and Stewart and about
25 well known ciesenet were present.
Mr. Burns, who is the president of
he Toledo, St. Louis & New Orleans
eilway, objected to the proposed Pa-
Noah & Northren franchise on the
;rounds that it would stet out the_
ha.frte of any railroads to get into
Pad mob . He offered a typewritten
Amendment to the proposed franchise,
Mitt, if adopted as a part of the in-
trument, will permit any road see*.
mg ad:Masten to uhis city to come
nto the city on the tracks of the Pa-
lamb & Northern.
DE SAGAN TALKS
Paris, April 21.—Prince de Fagan.
!eft for Italy today. Madame Gould-
's due In Naples Thursday and wee
mess ben there. He spoke with ite-
nxpeeted wood humor of what he
terms his "persecution" by American
'Japers, and public. Questioned as to
he approadving marriage he said.
-The future is in God's hand, and you
knowewbont-bestides.''
Runaway on Broadway.
A runaway that might have proved
serious% took place on Broadway near
Twelfth street about 6:30 o'clock
this month, when a mule owned by
E. P. Gilson ran away, throwing the
driver, a negro, out of his seat and
dumping the wagon in the. gutter.
The driver kept hold of the lines and
brought the animal to a stop without
serious damage to the mule or the
vehicle. A passing bicyclist, how-
ever, had a narrow escape from
being run over.
DECORATE CHURCH
The Ramsey society of the Broad-
way Methodist church last night
closed the contract with Bogard &
Son, church decorators of Chicago, to
decorate the auditorium of the church
and the work wiU begin on Monday.
It will be completed in a month.
Green will be the prevailing tint of
the walls. The firm stands high as
artists in their line of work and has
just completed the frescoing of the
Methodist and Christian churches in
Mayfield.
Miss Sophia Baker, of South
Twelfth street, who was stricken with
paralysis last week, is resting better
today.
It Was A Joke They Played.
WI I Meadows. 17 years old, and
Bird f, mason. 16 years old, both of
Barlow. Ky.. are a pair of practical
jokers Not because they really en-
tertained any serious notion of get-
ting marrea. or because thee wanted
I) frighten their relatives. but rather
bet sine they wanted to play a good
Joke upon thee relatives, they ran
away fro mhome and earn.' to Padu-
cah Sunday afternoon, leaving word
that when they returned it would be
as man and wife.
Whether they actually applied for
a license to marry at the oral home
in this city is not known, but after
remaining at the home of a relative
in,Paducah Sunday night. they took
the steamer Dick Fowler yesterday
morning for Metropolis. In the mean-
time the frightened relatives at Bar-
low, who could not see the point of
the joke, telephoned to this city and
to Metropolis warning the county
clerk In each place not to Issue a
ntarrlage license to them for the every
good reason that neither of them is
of a marriageable age.
At Metropolis they were met by
an officer who called the young wo-
man by name and asked them both
it they were looking for the court
hours They were too foxy for the
Metropolis policeman, however and
the girl denied her name and both
declared that they simply came to
 e
see the sights -of the town but were
not particularly interested 111 seeing
the Court house. • •
The officer was not convinced and
seating himsee_upon the outside steps
of the court house. he kept a faithful
watch until the steamer started back
for Paducah. During this period the
young 'couple severe] times ate
proached the court house steps, but
each time when they saw the waiting
officer, they turned about and walked
In a different direction.
When the host left for Paducah in
the afternoon the
without a license and without being
Y embarked again
married. Upon their arrival at the
wharfboat in this city they were ao
coated by Detective Moore, who had
also reeelt-ed a telephone menage
from the little girl's father at Bar-
off, and she was accompanied to
Mrs. Preoes boarding house, on
•Broadway.
hwadyeclared they were simply
playing a joke and the toy asked Ute
officer If he might go along. lattor
In the evening Detective Moore trmk
both of them to the 1:15 otloen
train and conveyed them back to
Barlow, where they were turned over
to their proper guardians. On the
way home they told the detective all
about their "joke," and judging from
the else of the crowd that me them
at Barlow station everybody Must





Bridge at Brook port Not Feas-
ible and 'Proposed Route
Only One Possible.
Promoter Owns land at Brook3
port.
KI \MS MEN GIVE REASONS
"The principal objections to the
Pedneah & Northern propositions as
admitted by the organ of opposition,
laapeneed- Ise -a strometereee another 
railroadseeking entrance into the
city," said a business man today. "Is
that Paducah can not obtain a direct
route to the nath without a bridge
at this point, and that the construc-
tion of a bridge at Metropolis will
make the extenston from that town
to Paducah a mere jerkwater route;
that roads seeking a southern outlet
would go on from Metropolis, there-
by leaving Paducah on mere
branch.
"The statements are ridiculous.
The evads seeking entrance into Pa-
ducah are the Big Four and the
Frisco. Both of these roads have
lines into Cairo, and a man with any
degree of intelligence knows they
would find it more profitable to build
from that point south, if that was
their object.
"It Is the intentien of Allege. rolal.
If they get,_the.Paducalr egtranenr--Att_.
Make tralfee -aerangements with the
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
for their, seuthern outlets—a propo-
sition which will be appreciated by
any one who studies It for a moment.
and which is *rifled by the fact that
as norm-as -the' Padonah & Northern
proposition las broached the Lees-
ville & Nashville, which is the con-
trolling factor in the Nashville, Chat-
tanooga & St. Louis. abandoned its
contemplated line from a point near .
Murray to Cairo, where it would con-
nect with these two roads.
"To consider the bridge proposi-
tion: Every one agrees it would be
a nice thing to have a bridge across
the Ohio here, but it is not as prac-
ticable aid it is the practical things
that appeal to the monied interest be-
fore the merely 'nice.' Railroad en-
gineers have investigated the bridge
(coachmen are Page Mo.)
i - s. .
FOUNTAIN AVE. CHURCH
Stewards of the Trimble Street
Methodist church met last night and
lecided to call the new edifice Foun-
tain Avt'nue Methodist church. It
will be erected at Fountain avenue
and Monroe street, and the work of
construction will commence about
June 1.
FORTY BODIES RECOVERED
Melbourne, Australia, April 21.—
Fertetwo belies were taken from
the ruins of the Baybrook juadion
wreck. It is believed that several
others are under the burned cars.
The injured number 88. [tandem




The McCracken county grand jury,
which is still In Brenton, will not
make its next report until court sits
again and this may not-5e until Judge
Reed opens the civil term next Mon-
day It may be. however, that some
day toward the latter part of the
preetent week will be appointed as
sentence day, In which event the
grand jury will be given an oppor-
tupity to report upon Indictment*
rendered. It is understood that some
of the night rider letter writers wilt
be indicted.
KING THANKS RESCUERS
Madrid. April 21 -King Alfonso
gave a street car motorman ten dol-
lars for saving the king's life yester-
day The auto in which the king was
riding collided silk a street car. Tee
1110torma n's actin prevented a seri-
ous accident The king gave hie
'thanks in addit.on to the money.
Match few Rig Puree,
London. April 21. Haelten-
schmIdes manager announeed Lord
Lonsdale and A, G. Vanderbilt offered '
a ewe or sloo00 for a match be-
lateen -Haekensehavidt a*d Ootek lipse
fore August. either In langlnall 41!
ci tittal sell.
WORMY,
THE PIM CAL!" "ir-; \ J\‘TLAW11111"" 011111111111."1"1111F"."""1 3
ONLY ONE WAY TO RETAIN
GOOD HEALTH, SAYS COOPER
L. T. Cooper's theory regarding the
human stomach is rapidly becoming a
• lessic of uuiverval diecussimi. °pope:
ciaims that the human stomach has
become etrunically deranged by mod-
em onselitione, and that sickness gen-
eially Is the result.
In a recent interview, while intro-
ducing his medivine in a leading c.t.Y.
Mr. Cover said: "There is just one
'way. in my opinion, to maintain gen-
eral health, and that is by budding up
the digestive organs. The vast ma- coutil not enjoy no' meals at all.
jority of Americans; meat- have weak, "1 tried different remedies in an et-
!tubby, distended stomachs. This has fort to find rel'ef. but without success.1
Li-en mused by many generations if After taking three bottles of Cooper's-----orrerfeeding and_lack_eafeeser, lee nit- New_ Di:woven I am entirely cured.
CI today the entire civilized race is My stomach doe not bother me in the
affected. This is the true cause of !fast. and I can eat anything I like.
most of the ill health of today. Little
cen be done to relieve it until the
Stomach is once more brought back to
normal conditions.
"I am succeseful because my prep-
aratkie puts the stomach in sound
I can cheerfully recommend Mr
Cooper's medicine to aneone afilicted
eith stomach complaints."
Mr. Cooper's medicinees are making
a remarkablearecord. We sell them.
--W. B. McPherson.
"You can't imagine," said the niusi- Sure Proofs-"I should think that
cal young woman, "how distressing It a clocks:linker's bus:Bless was a very
Is when a singer realises that she has uucertain one." -Why so " "Be-
lost her voice- "Perhaps not." re- cause it is a husinees that runs on
plied the plain man, "but I've got a tick. and one engaged is it its always
condition, and as I maintain this Is th.
only way to secure poem! and pee-
n.anent good health."
• Among many prominent people who
hate recently become couterted to
Celaesr's theory is Mr.• R. M. Dewey.
of 47 14 Dc" Hussey street. Bingham',
We N. y., Wtlo Sala: -I had etomach
trouble for about six ye-ars. After eat-
ing, I would become bloated, and bate
a distreamd feeling for reveral hours.
This would be afecomeanied by heart-
burn, and reached the point ehere I
HACK ORDINANCE
GREATLY AMENDED
PAris Lower Board of Ikneral
Council ig Iie‘‘ Form.
Every Me.sether Present in Ills Neat
Wheat Ifeutifie• iausiare-es htas.
Traresacteel Isiepatch.
%NOTIFIED mi ms:Kri TONIGHT.
Every member of the lower boar.:
Of the general council was pres nt ii,
has seat lust ev. riling and most of them
participated in a long drawn out die-
--ecresiort of the seeeral-arese -feature* ot
the proporeed new hack drivers' ordi-
nance. Counciluian N'an Meter. of the
tedieancv committee, stood sponsor
fur the new measure. and Councilman
[towers led in the general assault and
was loaded with an amendment for
nearly- every eection of the document.
Before the session clotted the ortY.-
nem* as amended was iinallY lid'bilied
under a sutspeneion of the rules. it
will now go to the board of aldermen
for final eonsiderattion before Mayor
Stuith gets a chance to make it a lite
hy attaching his signature or kill ;t
altogether by his veto, . e,,,,-se-4We -,idwa-law-cLAILLhessisf- AL is lialiiiteeiMeehlaiii.eikeeerlilliseleitheetheedhlibeee . - ------ •---- 'she doesn't realise it."-The Catholic pro.spect of a wind-up."-Ilattiwore '-"-The new ordinance. provides thatatandard and Times. American. the public hack stand shall Ise on Ken-
  tucky .3%*. nue. le-feet-It Third ahd
lecarth streete, and ess Jefferson *street
lot vtreen the iallhe st roma. This et ill
keep all hacks; off Fourth eteeet and
Broadway and out of the was of the
fire department apporatus and lava-
!ng vehieles at the most congefeted
corner of the vire
The ordinate-. also provides that
Kroh hack shall ca. r% ma.. lamps.
Utast !amps shall b. kept *hose ayri
that latelirs Ala rl bear thetleense num-
ber of time hack iu figures use less
than 2 te inches high.
As anwriehd the firdinaziee provides
that hack drivers may charge tle eure
oi 2L cents for each parefeuger eizhin
the territory bounded be Burnett
street on the mirth, Fountain at. nu.'
1- on the West _and. a line draten fryan
the lieiou.. :Wiwi .14s. _the .corayere of,
• t • . ••• 1
aineall. sato datiesli at The lIeweseity Tuesday. April IS.
_Fonsetiteafeaeelaresifel 
south, Outside of
charge will be eo
Prider 5 years old
free if accompanied
  singer. .
Mr. Palmer, of the Palmer 'Prato-
for coulee/1y, and Will Farley, of M
chancsburg, each took some:Teri Is
IL.- diseussiian-of the various features,
et the ordinance. Mr Farley eerie nil-
ate that all of Metbanicsburg shereld
he included within the 25 ceut 1.m4s•
The ordinance also provides that
hack drivers muse stand at their ha,k
doors at the depots and wharfboar,
amid forbids them keying their vehicles
for the purpose of soneiting passen-
gers,
• When the_ tulautee of the previous
,
i The Colonial Buckle
Oxfords
Are the newest effect in summer footwear,
and you will Lind a full assortment at Rock's.
If they're Rork's they're right
if they're rieht they're Rock's.
book for our daily announcements on our
Cartooned fitilletin Sheets, displayed new
each dlak. We-keep up to the all shoe-waking.
Give us a trial.
.; 4-a fif.5 Sliefe54#0 .74 Ti5F:c row
yekelltgliprIDDIFAY. PADUCAH. KY,
agrav
this term (icy The
/:#11ts. Chiklren
meet be 'carried
by a full fare pas-
011
SPRING AND SUMMER JEWELRY_ - - -All the merle fads and fancimi lii jewelry for mating and ...menace 14
1908 are now to be found in our Meek. (liar eiecififeee repreesellit
the Chtlice patterns from the or the leading normufactairere.
The beautiful new tinbehea and i.k1 atone effe# ts used this year are
Mot para,011nor,
BACK COMBS
White stone sets. $2.90 to $5.00
Jade, coral and other popular stones
hi odd gold mountings, $1.40 to
$8.00
Plain gold and hand-carved motilit-
lags, $1.0o to $10 ou
' Unmounted carved effects. 75c to
$2.50
BELT BUCKLES
Gold and silver. Plain hand chased
and set with jadea, coral and other
old stones, $1.00 to $13.00
RINGI4
Signet and set. Most pleasing and
effective new styles. $1 50 to $10
New thhigs throughout our store.
Cuff Button., Watch Fobs and Chalas
NM Plait, Bracelets, etc., In' all the
Dew and pleasing designs.
N}X'K LAI 'ES
Festoon styles. pearls, amethyst,
Jades, corals, etc. New artistic de-
sighs. $2.50- to $12.09
1IWSJCI$KI( AND COLLAR PINS
In a variety of styles too numerous to
describe. 'Gold filled. from LOc to
$3.50. ' Solid gold, from $1 upward
lAleKETS
Plain and fancy ,Switb and without
sets. Very stylish. 113.00 to $16:09
WARN NYS
The most pleasing effects ever shower
Plain Moils set styles. 50c to $5.00
Al'EllAfc It'ALUE
29 year caw. Elgin or Wal-
Wuslit nitiVeinent . .
• guaranteed fur the years le
kfelf good time.
1.-Through all Ling faira financial eveitensent the price of dianwiefla
never entered. 11w tentlefera is fee se eune inning melt once In print",
1
M.e bare a Moat complete almortmeat III ter) rvesauttalhle per. ere
MANCINI) RING/le-From lie.ho to 5100.00
110LLOCK, The Jeweler 333 Broadway
1
he hea thy uonutn; strong men-
tally and physically, whose ambi-
tion and magnetic influence urge
men to deeds of grandeur a,pd hero-
ism; such women are ala-powerful.
Vs eak, sick and ailing women
have little ambition; their own trou-
bles occupy all their thought& They
dwell upon their pains, suffer from
nervousness and headaches; often
are extremely melancholy, anti




may bereft (kw strong Mee.
Some of the sarong men of to-
day wee sidrJy boys years
ago. /Amy of them received
Scott's Emulsion
at their mother e knee.. This
had a power in it that changed
them from weak, delicate
boys into strong. robust boys.
h has the same power to-day.
Boys and girls who are pale
and weak get food and energy
out of SCOTT'S 1/41ILSION.
it makes children grow. a a I
AO Druggist.; 50 ...I $1.00.
--
meeting of the council were reed at
the opcning of the se, .011, Councilman
Bower moved to expunge from the
mooed the action of the council rela-
tive to a oposition recently made
by Contractor Weil: -1 for the build-
ing of a sewer across his property be-
tween Broadway and Jefi'erson street
roar Eighteenth sir. I. Thie moor:
was carried leaving the matter in the
Sallie shape as before Mr. Wtiki..•s
prottos:tion was
The petition of ill. sherral Rine
Luntlier corneany from exemptioe
peel,  -4,eueseue anLjj refundiirg of
the aunt of $67 already .PaltrAlsat
ff reel to the finance committee for
consideration and reeort.
When adjournme ni was taken it
ens with the uneler,tandine that an-
other meeting 4111 le held at the rest-
alar hour Hite evening for the 'surlier'
or considering the' proposed ordinance
governing the city a harThoat and oth-
er reasular buoinese _that_ was; not
reached last nigh'. This new fortis.-
name. is a length % deument #.)v.t.r;fig
shout ten pages of closely write n near
fere and it is expectei the distmission
will take as mule Pure as did the
hack driver ordinance Iasi night .-1•1
lb.- members were furnished v.litt
typewritten copies In until. that 'toe
reight fatniiieriet the inseites a eh
variuus f,-at ore's tonight :6 t
ing time.
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup act
promptly yet geetiy on the bowels.
•oat
of the system, mei at the same em-
it allays- Inflammation. Sold by a,:
druggists,
HIS INIVILMAL WAY,
TiPped Oft by Justice, (sentry Law-
yer Wow His l'ew.
The following anecdote. after
staining in storage- litany yeare tlan
h•-•••ri reeeritly dueled and brought to
light:.
A yeloung and afterwards dieting-
guiehed attorsey from an up-country
district of New York State was argu-
ing his first appeal in the old general
term of the Supreme Court. lie had
been in litany iega: scrimmager' in
justkes' courts at home, but had
rehoer stood ill the awesome preserve.
of five sedate and 'learned judges of
the Supreme Citurt. in general term
assembled. • His embarrasment WWI
?great. lie repeated hhee-If .11td-ea.
Pieced his words so often that it a
quite evident that he must soon
routed by his own confusani
somethingwshouid occur to break' the
spell. Finally, and just as he was
floundering the deepest in a chaota.
jumble of language and ideate, the.
presiding judge interrupted with the
following remark:
"Mr. Smithers. I better* tr-offf be
a great relief to yourself and to the
court if you wiil address us In the
same free and informal way that You
doubtless use in addressing your local
justice of the peace."
'Wi'll. then." replied Smithers, "I
wish that while I am tansy alley tying
your honor's dense firmware.. 4,1 th••
law you would keep your d d mouth
hut!" The court laughed hcareily
and waved for hiss to proceed He
Sr.'s' eloquent and won hia case in
the bildst of hearty applause Bo
hemian.
A Worthy Netwarinlat
'Did you visit any of It..' old tat ,
when you were In Scotland!'" Jork
was asked by a friend.
• "Yes." replied Jorktne e'en-thew-ere'
ly. "and, by gum, we had to forribl
mill Marla out of one cave."
"Good gracious! She was fascina-
ted by Ils beauty, I suppose "
"No, It wasn't beauty. You tete
,there is a wonderful teeSirin the rave,awful condition. !and Maria ceitaidn't bear to Gib*Mrs. Louise Jung. of 332 Chestnut of the echo having the last word."St, Detroit, Mich.; writes: 
- " I suffered from a very severe female 
Liverpool MetettrY.





In her new pito, "Wildfire," by
George Broadhurst and George V.
Hobart, which conies to The Kent
:lucky boon, Lilian Russell plays the
part or a young widow who has In
herlted a acing atable. Her friends
think the is wealthy, when the stable'
is all she possesse•s. %Only the trainer
shores with her the ownership, as she
!arse the horses wider the name Of
Johp Duffy. lier little sister is en-
gaged to niatry the son of • reformer,
' whom, object is to abolish racing *
I New York state. This young mah
has suecuinbed to the gaMblIng fever
,inet lost heavily to John Duffs, 0
bookmaker. Many believe Duffy
owns the stable, arid he permits the
impression to be spread. The widow
knowing that-lf the refer:user ever
learned si'W was The owner 41 the
stable it would break off the match
hetween her sister and his anti,
termini's to Fel out after her horse
"Wildfire" Wins one more rave. Two
men ale endeavoring to win the
widow's hand In marriage: one Is a
westerner, who ha« made his money
in mines, and the other is devoted to
automot, lfes. pelPtieMl serVe to
complicate a plot which centers about
the great race.
Against tlefirs wrath no ca-4tle is
ti it $panish.
AN DU) IDEA.
Ile .11.0.41411111ety Eals, by
'11..elera Ilwienst‘r.
People used to think that baldness'
% as one of threw th.tigie which •
hit. flits'.) dean front g. n, malt in to '-
lotion, fr.mi-fash e to s,ut jo-t :Ike
a family h.•is loom,
lenee be. senora -the fal-feess el
I,' f to 'cat • et that 1...itholca
i: elf Hut
r.••u:I ,.; .• %.as.oti ut
a 11101 WI I.1.• eat. . ffect ually
,... the #4
Wasfi.i,g, only .- 1,atr5s ae:IM Of
I .int.kuti. .t do. Isn't kill the' penis.
-I/metro) the. reuse you remeet"e
• bro's 11,11,10dr. is lI do th,Y1 at,
• \ • • I "1.0. it it. ,,lee, a del ..ch f
• ii, leading druegiste.
• ..e. :ere. and /leo Sena leer in
-"craws err salami, to The liertecide
Detroit. Mich. W: B. Mellersua.
Sj-. al.tgerit.
BAD BREATH
111,eth• 1 Tod 'oval t•noSI•alln •I mainOil ••-4 a•, • tn .• • I Iss#46#11a. • 111) 100 d••• biaJ••• MY a1,1 a. gr.. • a* tinna• T' • O.,. 4.1 ow mir• WA ...AA'. I 0 • 0- 60 urn • f, -, • r• 111Ilier • #toliuN,1 aft- r at • IC • • g..-11/..rf ty .41h, %hal /.1.# Lave
Wort' -.141 I t,...Fr tr.., I • . • • a ,and/6,n, t oor ore suffer, no fr-on •og o




Ill" WORK Whiff i"
Pink ham's Vegetable C.11131)011ed, re-
stored my health. I ho it will do otherrole
women as much as it bats me."
Mrs. Emma I% ewtoni_ of Vienna,
W. Va., writes to Mrs.-Pinkham :
s'I warns walking shadow. Al y hus-
band Insisted upon my writing to you
sad trying Lydia E. Pinkbam's Vege-
table Compound, which 7 did. It re--
hewed all my pains and misery, and
made of me a very different woman.*
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty yearn Lydia K Pink-
ham's Vegetable (Impound, made
 . froth roots and herbs, ham been the
standard remedy for female ills,
and has positively cured •lioitsandis of
women who havalieeti Real 'led with
displacements, inflammation, ulcera-
tion, irregularities, periodic pains,
backache, that bearing-down feel-
ing, dissineas, or nervous pros-
trat lin. you try it ?
Mrs. at Lynn. Masa.,
Ins tics all nick women to Write
her for •Aviee.
T-T-Two of a- K-K.Kliad.
A tall man, Impatiently pacing the
platform of a wayside station, autos&
ed a red-haired boy of about 12.
"S-s-say," he said, "d-d-do y-you
know ha ha-how late this train is?"
The boy grinned, but made no re-
elY. The man stuttered out some
thing about red-headed kids in gene-
ral and parsed Into the etetion.
A stranger, overhearing the one-
sided collicereation, asked the lpoy why
he hadn't answered the big man.
"Is-d-d'ye wanfer see tamer goa get
me fa-fa-face punched " istanimer. ii
the boy. D-d-dat big g-g' gum, ',I fink
was ino-mo-mocking him." Etery.
hodY's Magazine.
"One of my ancestors was a noted
Pirate."
"That's nothing. Fie a direct de-
scendant of a corpora$,Ion lawyer."--
JAL
11.1•■••••• Tanliaala. 'Canal 'nary= Ift,alt reran!,••••••-r• eon. W.5.,41,11,• Plo T., for artra#
•••1 inki• 1••••11,4 114•&!•1
etnat..r.l.0.1 to • • .4 In f to.noy
Stor11.-se Ideated, to.. Chetago or PIA. ggi
ANIMAL SALE. TEN MILLION NEES
0•••
NEI 11111111011131.
toe Sue It for sealainendas thsrlisoroo.tonsanit,•11ollei
!rd I tote u• 11100•14111110




or woe Is Vats wearier,
kr as roar, low.sat. IRO
IN Oa or s twat.' at TS





for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two dorses give rel,ef, and one boa
will runt sit' ordinary case of Kid
ney or bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, _cures Diabetes, *mina)
Emissions. Weak sad tame Rade
Rheernistism, and Iii irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 541 rents
per bog en the no cure no pay basis
by MePherene's Drug more, Pourtb
and Broadway. sole agent for Padu-
cah. Or sent ,by mall upon receipt of




For full Weight. WAit






yourvlocks all afoul Ayer', nen,
GliCatalk Sursayanllo. Then you mall
know whether #0q.0 wont it or MI5
'.'ant a mete tortec? - Ask
Want a blood purifier? • • Ask
Want a strong alterative? • Ask
Want a family medicine? - Ask
Want It without alcohol? • Ask









Chicago's Great European Hotel
,
I. . -
.1. .,, *1 51 ,




Ibstkiktg Ilrepreat tales, 01.50 and up
A hiehrelass Transient and Residenttst o•i. In the moatpisloce part of tde city ne a r the Late, convenient to beatmiulWorth Park hystern kotunAas S hormone in Italian math*,heraruna statuary and oothe,tral lilt han.1.,,inel, fur-
otVi.roolii*.41111,1 ,ur'n Large bitten tuningila, with beat cu1.ine, hvery conveniene, that attlal,41, tothe Moat Cl/acting patron. 1 %if 'sough tr,•tu 01 il,taat 1.4restful quiet. yet winos ten nilitutes' walk 01 business eviller.St . •way i. Stillest,. you l,, the #1,t,p-phur .11strt, t. passion all loa,t1tur thro1re•. Illaniklet free.
 S'SOlds Sts
TAYLOR TROTWOOD
POPULlitITV CONTEST TO C1.0f4F.
re1TI 1111' 2.
Ai- stated in th , announcement Wed
. , the Tat i•tr-Trotaimtuf mmte4t
Will close May 2.
While we .ntended to drop all but
the. six highest enridielatis today. is
III* rt. It, al tie. bi t we-en two candidatfe.
hate umeitiled that a is oid fair lit
!host- valid:Jai,s a hp have been netiv.,
to #0.‘iLn Rama-% inst ad of six
, hit tit., lb.- F.";
it tO the #.1i
1:1 1.,‘ 4 t\ tilt
MISS NIOLL1K 141:L11.1V.IN.. 111.3.11
51 I sat .t MINI ItN  1 Lent:
Mesa Alms Adams  11,91,2
Max Mnrie Brooks  to eei
Sees Aline Armstrong   47.
Meg literpie Prinoe  7 est
PILES! PULES!
W.litanis' Indian Pile Ointment will
rare Blind,-BleedIng and Itching Pit's
It absorbs the tumors, allays itching
at oreee arts as a 110.11tke, gives in-
stant relief. Williams' inninn Pte
anroieur Is prepared for Piles mei
itching of the private parts. Sold I.o
titimgtst. mail Lite arid $ LAO.
M'f'g. . Preps., Cleoland.O.
MO sit ama It. reitaatatto
him i -That  snak.•on WV ii 141I a
1/ Is. cult re-j: 
, 
'r "Delirium Tremene'Pat feet ..yoamai. It. its., do t‘itt.- disc? At., hat-sajcial
•








This Coupon •Ciood for 1-Vote.
INSURANCE A (1 ENTB













Residence Phones 014 721:Ps•se 725












Pistilled in the spring of
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government stamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. .• .•
For the cupboard mad mediciae











DON-'T isistithe mere ehesapeess for eentionry in clothes buy-ing. IV. not the moderate price which deserves promi-
nence in a consideration of KINGSTON CLOTHES; it's tbe
./uxurv which you get for that moderate pripe. Every eh thing
house in the country has snits which they sell for $15 /20 and
$25, but, from • comparative standpoint, they do not deserve to
be considered in the same class with KINGSTON garments.
They lack the style, the esrefnl tailoring, the money's-worth
ebaracteristic which our clothes posses.. If you haven't yet
bought your aping suit, join the ranks of the dollar-wise and
make it a KLNGSTON.
Our Easter business was far beyond our most sanguine ex-
pectations—an unmistakable tribute to KINGSTON CLOTHES.
$ 15, *20, and $25
U. G. GULLETT & CO.
tiesseposesol.)
Take Your Feet 46.01:11etes. 312 Broadway
WE CARRY THE UNION STORE CARD




THAT ideal combina-tion, grpce and
beauty combined with
ease and comfort, is found
to perfection in La Thince
Shoes for Women.
No shoe at any Peke
is made of finer materials;
no shoe is bettor made;
no shoe offers a bigger
value for the money.
The styles are those of
Paris and New York,
the skilled and conscien-
tious workmanship
embraces the unseen
parts of the shoe as
well as the parts that
show.
La France Shoes
for Women are Mute
in various styles and
models -you will
be sure to find









Iliade. The Rev J. R. Hehry will de-
iecr the Invocation and Mayor James
I' "Seidel will make the address of
epitome with a reeponee by C. B. Hat-
tit id. County Attorney Albeit W.
Barkley is on the program for an ad-
dives; on "Fraternity." and the Rev.
lienry will have as a subject "Odd
Fellowship."
Dancing will be enjoyed at the
eaviliou from 2 to f o'clock in the
afternoon.
ID the evening degrees will he Con-
ferred by tee Rebekak end Odd Fel-
low lodees in the lodge etreats of the
Three Licks Melding Whitt will Its
THE PADUCA H EVENINUMIN •
GIGANTIC TELEPHONE FAILURE... I
STOCKHOLDERS BADLY VICTIMIZED.
COLLAPSE OF INDEPENDENT CO.
Newark, N. J., April 4.--With the The bones oat' also liken ft'r cash
Ifiling of an opinion advising the ap- subsoriPtoll to lb' bonds.
',ointment of a receivership for the As hinted vale:item was given au
United states Independent Telepbone ittoperties taken oier ie order tO LII
company by Vice chancellor Howell 'crease in the winds of a speculating
here yesterday afternoon, comes the , meek the attractivonete of the tiel'UF-
cloy:.ng phase of a chimera In the line itiee of which those properties were
ot Independent telepheny that forithe base.
magnitude evahi anything in the his- Thus the Rochester Telephone cone
tore of high fiaanceering. the losses epany's stock was taken over at 200
aegregating $7.0,000.040. I while the Stromberg-Carleson Ratite
Readera of the Leader all over the i eicturing company (telephone sup.
state of Connecticut will be doubly in- plies) tame in on a basis or 175 for
tereated in this history of the incep-
tion, career, and N1112104. of the most
ambilieue independent telephone pro-
Sect ever attemited. particularly in
v4ew of the fact that now an independ-
ent company is string for a foothold
in tile Nutmeg state.
--This United Stakes Independent
Telephone company was capitalized at
teereleteeteso in the' state of New Jer-
sey with its principal seat of bueness
ia Rochester, New Wore, %here it was
established, ON .PAPER, to (Mime"
the eocheeter Telephone company
the 00121111011 and 13for the prefer-
red, la bond, With a bonus In all
caves of 40 per cent, in le S. I. stock.
PUBLIC BOI'Gler WATER.
The bonds were collateral trust five
per cent. sad the quantity outstanding
(ias immense in roportien Melte in-
ternee value of tee properties covered,
They were of highly speoulative
character and not an investment by
any manner of mtans,
This the people did not see and
great quantities were taken as invect-
ments by widows, superannuated
%%tech had the field well covered. clergymen, trustees, women with
Application for the recevenchip was small savings, and the stork was tak-
made yesterday "m" M • E. en where it arab considered poosible
O'Grady, a stockholder who set up a te watt two or thee years for the re-
dseflelemotoincyl.01,4• jus dgment 'for mote than
The real cause et wealeeea was of
urns.
'Vice Checeellor Howell in ills opin-
ion said: "THE QUESTION OF' IN-
SOLVENCY IS ONE WHICH I NEED
NOT CONSIDER ISECAlliE IT IS
AMPLY PROVEN NOT ONLY BY
THE COMPLAINANTS RUT MORE
PARTICULARLY BY TIIE DEFEN-
DA N"113.".
"A NEW JERSEY CORPORATION
WHICH HAS NO PROPERTY AND
et A JUDGMENT DEBTOR TO THE
EXTENT OF 116,000,000 EVEN
THOUGH IT BE A FOREIGN JUDG-
MENT, MIST BE HELD INSOL-
VENT."
The Prove' of Rochester, hankers,
Iswyers. ministers. truseees, widows,
clerks, dresernakers and thousands de-
pendent upon the income from these
bonds, gold them by the promoters.
are today paying the fiddler.
it was the weeniest -blow ever dealt
the titelpTe of any cote city and brought
panic condieons on Rochester a full
year before Hwy came in the deprete
eon of 1,07 tit the country at, large.
Through the decline in the price of
its securities the actual money loss to
the people of Rocheater WAS NOT
FAR FROM $1,0,0045.4014 AND THE
IIPSULTING -RR/CESSION IN BUSI-
NESS RESULTED IN A LOSS OF AT




The company was capitalized nome
limey at $100,0o0 INCREASED -A
FEW DAYS LATER TO FIFTY Mil.-
LIONS.
It was itithorized Its articles of
II-corporation to create a bonded in-
of  $21,(60 .1W410 of which
about one-half 'was gnalWliesued.
The total amount of stock outstand-
ing was never more than !even mil-
lions.
The directorate included Rochester's
ee e verted, geoid influential and 
mote powerfel men
THEIR APPEARANCE lel THE
DI RECTOR ATE WAS ACCEPTED
B1 THE PEOPLE OF THE CITY 
AS
A GUARANTEE OF THE 
SOUND-
NESS OF THE IEMIRE PROPOS
I-
Titre AND OF THF. CAP
ABILITY




.1 lee.- who %l Ill Sneak. Line of %limit
awl wore for rtte Night—Many
lllll lug.
All arrangements are made, inched-
lug the nee of march and pewee of
romping the remade for the Odd Fel-
lows' interstate meeting Stolidity. The
meeting is made up of lodges of the
eider In western Kentasky and south-
ern Illiaols, and will be attetided in
immense nunabers of the members of NIEN-r.
the order. This parent company was a holding
A feature of 11/6" ""rgilg 
here coneern only, and' foe the control 
of
In' a basket picale at Wallace parkotece operating and manufateuring
aid alter the %weed speeches will he mnemonics as should become 
affiliated
with It. bends were to be gete 
ac-




All Itching skill IIIMPeriere% Which 
Are
Nte Hereditary Instantly Re
-
titled by oil of %%enter-
Can Eczeithi.be cured!
Some physicians say "Yes."
Some say "No."
The real question Is. "What Is
meant by- Eczema?" If you mean
completed and the handsome fur- 'those scaly eruptions. thos
e diseases
*Rare ilestared The Rrookport dee whieh make their first 
appearnce,
ittiee It en of the R.-Acetate; and the', net at birth, but 
years afterward.
etechasetseburg team of the Odd le,' and Perhaps not until middle
 age—
lows will lie la charge of the deleree then there can no longer be an
y
The parade will form at Fedi street 11
riteesetluornabtibest these forms of Weeniework
..nd Reorielway. Mechant eburg kwiggel Reeler vegetable ell of winter
-
marching down from its ball at Third green, mixed with other vegetable
aud Kileaseth streets, while Ingleside ingredients, will kill the germs that
and Mangum lodges and all visillatt'Infeat the skin. Apply this prestige
rnerniit'N will start from the Three'tion to the skin, and instant
ly that
Links reeding Joining the Meebente•-:awful itch is gone. The veryt mo-
burg lodge at Fifth street. The Noe meat the liquid is applied, that ave.
of mane wli extend down Perth 'slog, tantalizing Itch disappears.
street to leffereon street, down Jeffer-land continued applications of ties ex-
ROD street tee SerOnd rCet thence to
ereadwas and omit Broadway to Ninth
street. where the parade will disband
aid lake cars for the park.
DeWitt's Ca rbol leer! Witch Hazel
Salve. It Is especially good for piles.
Sold by all druggists.
ternal remedy soon core the ditiesse.
We carry In stock this oil of win-
tergreen properly compounded into
D. D. D. Prescription. While we
are not sure that it will cure an those
cases of skin trouble which are in-
herited, we positively know that
this D. D. D. Prescription. whenever
rightly used, will cure every last case
Dolan (with magazine) — "Be- of genuine Eczema or other skin
Komi' but thot's a strange halucyua- trouble, which did not exist at birth.
eon An ottrich thInk's he's out iv We know this. Anyway you,
relight whin he puts his bead in th' yourself, will know that D. D. D.
sand." Prescription instantly takes away the
Mrs Dolen—"How loike • man itch the moment it is applied to the
when * puts his head in a silk bat!" skin. R. W. Walker Co.. lith and
----lastaatly. att call at our store
—Judge. Broadway. that itch today
A change of Nature makes 1stI tte• this reinitiates asd soothing
11I4 uid; ask also out ro I) D Soap
melee the excessive amount of wider
Mile project' and the natural market
was narrow and weak when the inter-
min certificates appeered.
The artificial market created to
stimulate demand for the securities
v,as not moth b iter. Only one
banker inReehester saw thesend in the
to ginning and be informed two brok-
ers who were friends.
They sold when the securities were
a• top notch and even went short on
the stock and bonds.
THE MARKET SAGGED AND
JOHN C. WOODBURY, ONE OF
THE oinaoc-roms. LOST HIS EN-
TIRE FORTUNE OF 1750,000 PF.G-
(SING THE MARKET. BUYING ALL
THE sostia THAT WERE OFFER-
ED.
On or about March 3. 1906. the first
of a. large quantity of bonds appeared
on the market coming from a source
due was ear several months unknown.
They were offered down and sold for
whatever they would bring. The sale
continued through Marcie April and a
few day in May. The bonds remained
meet for a_ week or two, but about
May 25 another quantity appeared,
at en the price was about 68. These.
also, were offered down, and the price
, fell off, the net 'Ices averaging 
about
two points per week for the entire pe-
riod from June 1 to September 1.
The block sold in the spring
amounted to about ST50.000. while
the summer block amounted to more
than $1,000,000.
The - announcement to the effect
that 'the company was in financial
difficulties caused a sharp decline in
the price of the bonds and stock, but
the ifielltetece-e-marripirtated-itedetise
decline not obly temporarily checked
but prices were given an upward
impulse that cavilled them higher
than they had been since midsummer.
Various reverts by certified account-
ants on the condition of the-parent
and affieated companies were pre-
sented at the time the note issue was
voted, and the face of the evidence
was to the effect that not only the
subsidiary companies, but the water-
logged parent as well were in a
highly satisfactory condition. Ac-
cording to tin se reports the U. S. I.
bonds at the prices then current were
ne"buy." and many were bought, the
manipulation being aided by much
legitimate buying. One director of
the company, who has since sail that
he was misted by these reports. sold-
a large amount of high-priced fleet-
dend paing stocks and pot the en-
tire proceeds into 17. S. I. bonds.
Awakening of Tuve:done
But it was an artificial condition
and before October, 1906, was well
started another crisis appeared. Pres-
ident elnucane fared an angry board I
of directors and said to them that
the company was practically a wreck,
and ,if anything was saved action
must be taken irnmediatety. An ad-
visory. _emir illye of five membersi
was appointed upon the request of
Mr. Fitment,. which took over the
general direction of the eompany's
affairs, including the duties of the
president, an emergency loan was.
made by sortie of the large bond-
holders and the work of salvaging
the company Was begun. The bonds
d sagged agate and practically
every holder became alarmed.
Dressmakers. m•Inisters, laundresses
clerks, servants and others who were
more or less dependele upon the In-
come from the bonds telephoned to
or celled upon the large hondholderil
to.aak as to their safety of their
"Investment " Everywhere In every
walk of life in the city the Impend-
ing failure of the company had cast
its black shadow.
Nothing of moment was said by
the advisory committee until Awful;
the elositrg days of 1006. when it was
announced that both the Rochester
Telephone company and the Strom-
berg-Carleon company bad passed
their dividends. About the close of
January, 1007ea self-appointed com-
mittee of bondholders, composed of
George Eastman. Hiram W. Sibley,
Jame* S Wiesen and others, an-
nounced that an offer had been re-
 NW—
THERE'S a degree of advertisingwell that's profitable for you;
an amount you ought to spend for
publicity. More would be unprofita.
We; so would less. You decile for
yourself how much; we're here to see
that you get the greatest possible





the preferred stock, the latter hav-
ing been used in buying the New
York independent "franchise," later
capitalised at $26,000.000 in the
New York Independent Telephone
company.
Prevented Saving Porticide
It was subsequently learned that
the trust company was the represen-
tative ot the American Telephone and
Telegraph company (the Bell parent
organization). The offer was accept-
ed. more than 90 per. rent of each
class of securities assenting, but cer-
tain interests in and out of Rochester
secured political aSSISIanCe and the
proposed deal. was stopped by an in-
junction secured by Attorney-General
Jackson, of New York state. .
'Walter B. Duffy, as chairman of
the reorganization committee. save
out an Interview in which he declared
it was the duty of the wealthy bond-
holders, who had given the company
prestige In the beginning, to Partici-
pate in the reorganIzalion and thus
do what they could to save at least a
little for the small, poqr bondhold-
ers. Various opinions are held con-
cerning the interview, but it had the
desired effect and undoubtedly saved
the situation. Immediately alter the
Interview appeared holders of the 50.
per cent of bonds required to give
the reorganization cotnnitittee stand-
ing during the forec:osure proceed-
ings, assented to the plan. The period
within which to poelt assenting_
bonds was extended and the date of
the sale was deferred.
The sale of the Utah Independent
Telephone company's stock held by
the U. S. I.. which amounted to 50.20
per relit uf the auluuut eutatandleg,
was solicited in the summer of 1907
by Elmer B. Jones, of Salt- Lake
City. managing director of the com-
pany, A-n option was given on the
stock, bet it was impossible for Mr.
Joaes to teenply with the terms
within the option period. :After an
unsuccessful attempt by Jonts to
have the option extended, the seeeri-
ties were sold through John N. Beck-
ley, of Rochester. to R. I.. Dar Wed
4villeanY, of New York, brlikers, act-
ing presumably for the Rocky Moun-
tain Dell Telepbone company, for
1910.000 cash.
Willie the negotialtons relative to
the Utah securities were going on.
W. C. Wade. of Jamestowe, N. Y
approached the advisory commie,.
with a proposition to purchase th.
control of the Home Telephone coin
party, of Jamestown, which was held
to all intents and purposes, by thel
I'. S. I. This control was represented.
by certain stock upon which a
Rochester bank ,had e loaned $86,000.1
Wade 'made a bid of $40,000, and,
afterward raledid It to $45.ne0. The'
stile was made at that figure, the
bank taking a loss of $41,000,
This sale was the last made before..




For the milsolete cure of Coughs.
Colds, Asthma and Bronellttlp anil all
.Lung complaints tending to Coniemp-
tion, Liverwort. Tar and Wild Cher17,
have for ages maintained an estab-
lished reputation as a standard Cough
Remedy. It contains no opiem sir
harmful drug: can be given with
safety to children. Price $ I no. Sold
by druggists. Williams' M'f'g. Co.,
Props.. Cleveland, 0.
Lielebbeete Ellis Birds.
One of the keepers .who earn.,
ashore from Boon island recently tells
the story of the strange death en-
countered by thousands of the migrat-
ing birds every spring. Flying along
the coast at night they are instantle
attracted by the powerful light iron
the watch tower, as moths are drawnt
to a candle. Thousands of these ItOde
'n their passage north II) with full
celved from the Title Guarantee and force against the th'ek glass of the
Trust compseca of Jersey City, N. 3., brilliantly lighted lantern Stunned
to take over the securities of the U. to death, they fall to the rocks below
R. i. eonspanr en the basis of 15 for or scale away for a little distance and
the leads, 6 fa' the stock and I for Pettey helosesty into th
e water The
,light of niorning sometimes reveals
the rocks covered with the little
, creatures whose journey to their sum-
.11ser homes has met this sudden and
I fatal termination. iltiedreds of ape-
elms are found among the unfortunate
title tourists. Most of them are eas-
ey recognized as belonging to theeer.
toes common classes of song birds.
' 
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
ul plumage come to their final rest-
Put eery often large birds of beaute
Mg place in this manner upon the plies, Numbering Ma-
bk•alr rocks of Boon island.. On one'
oecitsion several years ago the thkk,Ichines, Band Daters, etc.
glass of the lantern was shivered tot







We have just opened
a perfectly appointed
private Dining Room









lerd of powerful build.—York (Me.)
Transcript.
"K. C. DeWitt Ike0Seetlit160111:111.—
Gentlemen—In 1897 I had a disease
of the stomach and bowels. In the
spring of 1902 I bought a bottle of
Kodol and the benefit I received all
the gold in Gedtgla conld not bitty
May you live long and prosper. Yours
very truly, C. N. Camel!, Reding. Ga ,
Aug. 27, 1906." Sold by all drug-
gists. introducing get-rich-meek methods :n-
to the coneutualty and discouraging
• NC. Sults to Order.
A young Philadelphia lawyer some
time ago migrated to a developing
western town in quest of fortune and
ot fame. At first he located In a large
storeroom where other enterprises,
were conducted, and had a space par-
titioned off for his office. He made
friends -rispidie,- accumulated business-
ATLANTIC CITY




ON THE DOARD WALK




115 S latil St. Flom 361
the efforts of ewe to conduct them-
selves and business affairs honestly
The' young attorney. was startled, he
says, on making an investigation. A
taller who had tented settee in the
storeroom had placed his sign beneath
the lawyer's. It read as follows:
"James B , attorney' at law-
- "New suits made to order,'
and was regarded highly as a counsel- Notes.
For. But one day friends looked at
hlm. strangely and hurled all manner I A wee man
of derisive threats at him. He wasthlinself and a
secured of degrading his profession. time,
never tries to please
woman at the SIRUP'
WE. COULD WHISPE.R.
Waiter adulterated or diluted drugs
that would amaze you. It is our
knowledge of the evil of such things
that onkel; us emphasize the fact that
We beadle none but the purest drugs
and medicines. We surge you te con-
sider that when you next need either.
lettering it may no a n more than you
care 10 anticipate
Phone us NO. 751;. et ,irk dejivery.
S. U. WINSTEAD, Druggist
Seventh a nd Broadway.
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a great deal cheaper to place annual subscriptions to es,-
era magaziaes at the same time and order them all together from
us, than it is to buy the same magazines singly or raiser:be to them
separately. Combination club offers are now made by Which rub-
scribers te several magazines an secure bargain prices, sometimes
getting thee or four magazines for the price of one or two Sub-
scriptions may be sent to different addresses, if desired, and may be-
gin with an/ month. Let us know what magosines you are tak-
sag now or what magazines you want to take next year, and we will










All for 1111.00, Half Price
Roeder Magaxine • • .13 00





Both for Irji 114), half Price
Horne Maglazins. .. $1 00
M, .. 150

























)1.m plc te go fox Hof Ion rate/ Mlle, p ith beautiful HieliSOS
C's'' is lug all mitgszinggs singly and In chubs at fewest KEW. OW
you (row on receipt of postal nerd request.
Central Magazine Agency - • Indianapolis,
The Hobbs-Merrill Company.




TEl IOUS PUBLISHING COMPANY.
112100111PORATED.
F. M. FIEHIGt. Preaktelits
3. PAXTON. General Manager.
Inaterel at the postoEce at Pathoesb.




Op Cartier, per week ...me 35
I mall. per month. In anywise.. .21
lih per year. In to:trance ....Sadie
EBB WitimieLY suer.
Wee year, by mail. postage paid ..$1.110
Address THE BUN. Paducah, Hy..
°Sae Ili South Third. Patine lit
Paine & Teens, Chicago and New
Work. representatives.
EWE NUN caa be round at tbe follow-






9 1933 17 3934
-3024 18 3125
.4933 -
 3921 20 3945
6 3037 21 3943
3940 23 3940
9 ...... ..3936 24 3940
19 3932 25 3945
11 393.2 26 3962
12 1429 27 3971
13 1938 28 3977
14. . . 3944 30 3978
....3936 31 3987
t • 102.516
Average for March, 1008 3943
Average for March, 1907 3a44
Increase  99
Personally appeared before me. this
April 1. 1908, R. D. McMillen, busi-
ness manager of The Sun. who affirms
• that the above statement of the cir-
culation of The Sun for the month of
March., 1908, ispue to the best of his
knowledge and belief.





There's no place for the man who
has lost his self-respect
If the men, who are fighting st:L
bard against William H. Taft in Ken-
tucky. have such a wonderful regard
tor the welfare of the colored
brother, why are M. H. Thatcher and
Ben Bruner preferring charges
againat Ewell Gaines'. of Covington.
special examiner of the internal eve-
nee department. He is one of' the
best known colored men in the *tate,
and being one of the most intelli-
gent leaders of his race, he has es-
poused the cause of Secretary of War
Taft. If they are fighting Gaines be-
cause he is for Taft, perhaps their
Interest in tbe colored min is limited 
to his usefulness in the present con-
test.
WHAT MAY COME.
Soldiers, armed soldiers, dressed
for service, with belts full of cart-
ridges and huge pistols dangling
menacingly at their sides. parade our
streets in the day time and patrol the
lonely pikes at midnight. And why!
Because some of our people, who
'fellow the peaceful pursuits of hus-
bandry in the day time, saddle their
horse" When the shades of night fall.
pall black stockings down over their
facet. throw „white handkerchiefs
over their shoulders and ride forth to
sleeping villages or the hushed home
stead of some unsuspecting farmer
and shoot into windows where wo-
men and children are slumbering.
forcing the husband and father to
fare forth and receive a brutal beat
lag to protect his loved ones from
the bullets of the murderous band.
Maybe their hellish fancy terns to
lire, and with Incendiary torch they
streak tile dark background of the
night with the red glare of a burn-
ing barn-or a dwelling house, then
they can hide :n the wood and watch
with glee the inmates struggling,
sleepy-eyed through the flames,
milked or garbed only in theft night
clothes.
Thatt why the soldiers are here.
- And these are not ignorant, op-
pressed laboring men, led by some
right well are (hey doing thee work.
Not even those. weenie IMMO' eyes
are alert le magnify some slight
devtloii from decorum, can crite
cite their cogduet so far. But we
warn these night riders right now,
that when they make it apparent
that these state soldiers are unable
to protect citizens of the United
States In the peacefull possession of
property and the right to live, then
there is another power that can be
invoked; and before it can be said
that anarchy reigns in Keatticky.
they Will see the civil ailthority abro-
gated, and a 01111ary governor ap-
pointed over the state, and some of
the. leading men of the community
we: leave their farms to be tilled by
tenants, while they serve well de-
served sentences at Governor's island
or Ft. itekeenworth, sent there by a
summary court martial.
Surely, these men cannot be blind-
ed by fanaticism to the extent that
they do not realize by now that the
law and right will prevail.
THE MISSION OF TODAY.
There is a class of beings at large
•oday who are the brand-new product
of the last ten years. Like other spe-
cialists. they have developed a coterie
langUage of their own, and call them-
selves social workers. They are the
detect visitors of charity organiza-
tion societies, the Undergtaduates in
stkoola Of philanthropy, the 'gather-
ers of labor statistics, investigators of
poverty, settlement workers, probs.
(seem oneersi-peoleseers of -see4--
Wogy. the directors Of boys' and girls'
flubs. and a rasitittlde of other tune-
tionaries. Their subject-matter for
both research and active alleviative
Red preventive work includes chill
labor, women in indusery. employers'
liability, the eight-hour day. Industrial
education, prison reform, the treat-
ment of the criminal, overwork, cos-
gestion and over pdpulation, tubercul
losis, and all the rest of the better-
meet program. Their work is of dis-
tinct value in serving the community
with its problems.. They live in a
eorld of reality, and are putting their
sicellent minds. which might have
dealt with literary criticism, on the
•.exations of the municipal budget and
the impediments to sanitation and
clean streets. They are obedient to
the impulse that .usegi to drive men
and women into burcb and religious
activity, or into the arts. It Is the
came desire that- art - v.:prams-the
escape from the narrow individual lit.'
into • sense of merging with larger
Ideas and tendencies. Art has hard-
ly yet become a vocation for ch..
many in this country. In other na-
tions, and at other- times, music.
sculpture, and cathedral building have
been the concrete eXPreonfoo of the
longing of the race to eseape the lim-
itations of the daily routine. In those
times and elves, the inner life 9f the
cr.mtnon people has been able to
shrine itself in definite forms that the
eye could see and the hand could
touch. The- statue and the painting
and the church were so many real
prints where discouragement and
fatigue and atattrowseould refeeels
selves. These people, who are grow-
ing up among um are busy in a like
good efforesto merge the personal
career and petty grind into a com-
munity life. Public baths and lihra-
5he
MYSTERY
1/4/ Stewart Edward White
Aod Saone Bocalas Adman
Copyright. BM. by McClure, Phillips& Co.
(Continued from last lama)
•
ClIAPTUR XX.
HAP plenty of time to rdb
away. I do not know why I
did but do so. but the fact
stands that I remained where
I was until they had finished Captain
Selover. Then I took to my heels, but
was soon centered. I drew my recent-
sr, remembered that I had emptied it
in the !teal cave and had time for no
mere coherent zunntal pnwessee A
smothering weight flung itself on sue.
against which I struggled as hard as
I could, shrinking in anticipation from
the thirsty plunge of the knivee. How-
ever, though the weight increased un-
til further struggle was impossible, I
was not harmed and In a few moments
found myself. 'wrists and ankles tied,
beside a roaring tire. aVhIle I collected
myself I heard the grate of a boat be.
lug shored off (nen the cove and a
few moments later made out lights
aliment the laughing Lames
The lootifig party returned very
seity.3lusl..yestudering luelsoonsi
only as far autsileitior and arms. Three-
klea let dowii trona the cliff top a keg
at the end of a line. Penton& and the
lamer each carried an ambit of the
341-411 rifles. The keg was roiled to the
tire and broacht.d.
The men got drunk. alielly drunk.
lait not helplessly so. A flame eornmue
ideated itself to them through the
Minor. The ordinary characteristic-s of
their compeeitietii sprung into sharper
relief. The nigger laataine more sullen.
Perdelea mere snakelike. Pule tutors
viciously Thrackles more brutal.
while Handy Solomon, .staggertug
from his sent to the open keg awl back
again, roaring fteemente of a chauty.
his reel headgear (vett:fisting mint hi"
smoky hiaek hair and his swarthy book
nosed eountenance-he needed no fur-
ther touch.
Their evil passions were at awake.
and the plan. rep long inelefluite. devel-
oped like it photographer's plate.
"lrbat's.colte gone." satitlirttrualefee- -
-And new the diamonds," muttered
Pulz.
"There's a ship .upon the windward, a
wreck upon the lee.
Down en Inc coast of the high Bar-
roared Handy Salomon. "It's the hest
night's work we ever did. The stutes
ours. Then it's we for a. big stone
house ha Frieco DS" s
••leriecol" sneered Puts. "That's all
you know. You ought to travel. Parts
for we and a little girl 'to learn the
language from." e's
"I get beetn a fine catmint, an' fine
saddle an' fine elo's." breathed Perdona
sentimentally. "I ride and the silver
jingle and the senorita look"-
-"What -you -want doctor!" they' -d
mended of the silent nigger-
But the nigger only roiled his eyes
and shook his head. By and by he
arnee and disappeared In the dusk and
was no more seen.
II
ries and schools, dispensaries. vacation "Le- fool!"
 twittered Handy Solo-
hotness nulsiesi settlements, tecnnisalesstee- Itero44 to or-tole-r.
irstitutes for the people. represent the
desire for expansion and a wl r form
of in FAtat
SUGHTLY HUMOROUS.
The say to win &girl is to have her
wake up her mind not to lose you.
"The g-ntleman from Missouri has
-the door," rapped the speaker of the
house. "In that case," exclaimed the
sew Member from Arkansas, rising
"I put In airy bid for the furniture-
-Puck.
Wild tongued demagogue and ren-
dered desperate by the thought of
starving women and children at
home. Some of these boast that they
represent the blue blood of west
leeetseky ase grieu It u fal see-lions. men
who enjoy the honorable heritage of
imseestral respect for law and order
and decency; men who are clearing
$200 the acre from their fertile
farms. Their presence in the oath-
bound -band of arson and Murder
does not give it character. The more
shame to them! We have naught
but pity for the poor farmer, deluded
into joining the hand buy his more
enlightened and prosperous neighbor
He'll behave If his betters do
We do not resent the presence of
soldiers in the Black Patch. We
✓esent the condition that makes
their presence tolerable. "Life. lib.
erty and the pursuit If happiness."
are guaranteed by our constitution,
and when Vocal autborities are unable
to perform t4tat guaranty. then Must
the iellitary power lia Invoked. These
are, MVO 8.4 thee
Kt:ticker-Did Jones get excuses
confused?
Bocker-Yes: told his boss that he
had been detained at the office and
hi e filfe that- be had been up with
the baby.-New York Sun. -
Had Him There.
Dffilleme
Mr. Nagger-No woman evet made a
fool of me!
Mrs. Nagger-Who did, then'
Hogs.
MOss, the dark) cook of a part) Of
surveyors in eastern Texas, was
ereatly annoyed by the razorback
hogs that roamed around the romp
One evening, while be was at the
spring, a particularly ravenous band
of three "piny wools rooters" raided
the cook tent and ate everything tha
wets edible and some other things
that weren't
For several moments after his re-
turn from the spring Moss could and
no words to express hie teenage.
"Well." he finally bsciainsed, "de
good Lewd sulltainty kuowed Hit
touidesse Mlle* temp
1 
AN M. D. oN
KIDNEY DenEAsE. r
. --
Writing on algae) diawesr, th,
medical term for which is Nephrite
Dr. J. W. Chisiggeid says in th.•
"MEDICAL Bitlear,"1 "ID RS hiarlielbity It hi as curable
as any malady that the s)stety is heir
to."
1 "IN ITS SIMX1NDARY STAGE
WE POSSESS NO SPECIFIC FORI
ITS ItAVAG/81."
1
 K'here does that leave the kidney
Medicines you have been taking?
And just as we have said over and
Over, it doesn't make much difference
what you call Wiley trouble, if it
fastens, pbysielana and druggists
have bad no successful treatmete for
it, True. It commonly gets well at
first, but if It does not, it enters the
second stage that was incurable up
to Die discovery of Fulton's Renal
Compound, which is the first thing
known to reduce inflammation lit
kidney tissues. ..
When does the second stage cone-
menee! Dr. Chisreond says: "IT
DEVELOPS 90 UNCONSCIOUSLY
IT JS AS A RULE FAR ADVANCED
BEFORE IT IS DISCOVERED." .
In view of these acknowledge•I
facts, people with kidisey trouble
should do some very serious thinking
before taking futile kidney medi-
cines under which the kidney deaths
have risen to over 179 per day.
Even if the inflammation is in the
first stage, a course of futile medicine
ilelew that_ develops 1.11e-ler.Y...Con-,
dition that Dr. Chiemond says is
"irreparable," and that was irreparaa
ble up to the date of Fulton's benefle
Tv discovery.
If you have ktdoey trouble, either
starting or seated, how can there be
any question about your taking the
unay known sliScilic for inflammation
of the kidneys. which. Incipient or
chronic, is the real difficulty with kid-
oey troubled people.
Literature mailed free.
JOHN J. Pr l.TON CO..
Oakland, Cal,
W. B. McPherson is Our sole !ottani
agent. Ask for 81-Monthly Bulletin
ef late recoveries.
I PANAMA SUITS AT ABOUTHALF THEIR REGULAR PRICE
All suits being sold at about half their regular price, in order to make
way with them for the purpose of getting space for white linens and
separate skirts. The sale in the morning will be in full blast and any
suit that you may select, in a lot of more than 100, can be had for
$19.98
The kind of Suits in this lot include our best ones, the 'kind that sold for $25,
$28, $30, $32.50 and $35. They come in Copenhagen, navy, blonde, brown, tan,
raspberry, cream or black and many pretty stripes are included. The styles are
the Cornell Dip Suits, the Tuxedo, the Merry Widow and the 'Laza Suits.
There are, in fact, nearly all our Suits included in this lot that go on sale tomor-
row. None of these Suits will be sent on approval-alterations will be charged
'for. Nothing charged, only the .:ash secures these great bargains.
Special Sale of Black Voile Skirts will also take place. Our $15, $12.50






hehnel uui,i lecie seem ea-%
eempUste anti twice I burliest iii;. -7- 
- - - _
wrists before I succeeded. Itorttnate_been on the marine ways. wait tak
.
en. duritis Cc next 36 lieu re
Jr I was at the Mgr of the Ilhututiltuti
tt 
iow „„sttr.aa ) on the net urn trip! The Watou.h. at Mt. Cargill, WI
thin and Ischind.the gee:e. I titetel to St lanes where she will resutne 
roller:tie falling for an in-dellaite
s.,vabe-teua,taithk-se ihataay Agiek„VOIL-
Iowan] the lire. Thie:i rapidly I rie.i
hek• lily c nit te lashines Tlier: 1 ea,
'nee and yelee•ting a moment elms
etivereni attentiou eatc turniel toeael
.he min ferret I rolled over ::.'341
inn., got to tee- *nes nisei laittea ase.
rees nearf
Theatre :be coarse ...ease I crept
thus to the very eutemee et the ar-
..oytt. then -fwe Pr toy tort. lii
nkbile (Won nee tOE flee le.iped rush
Its gime fell ints7enettentii • ...I lb .
:wee. natal: in TIM. men atses•es
•:- lay prone. either el
emetic% or tis tatteehenalions !eel,
al by the Eight. The keg steed Rotel
and pubstantee, the built alseut elites
reeled the orgy. At the edge of ti• •
watch cotilde-ifeekessocteeseneetteises
prone, diet. I Imp, thrown (-oast:tuft
in new poecitioes of %weenies as the
Ater ebbed mud 'flowed bereatll It,
now an Al'. mu ti latt, now ease
bask. as theeirti ijel see 51114 fi.
reel:duly. The denikards were s •
noisy. liately eolesinum stet •• s•I • 't
the vert-es of his song. Thee otbert !
joined in,, frightfully off the key or I
Millet tinted. the • performanee by wild
staccato yells.
"Their rullIn was their ship, and their
gra‘e It was the sea.
Blow high, blow low, whet ear. ae.
And the quarter that Sc gave them %was
to sink them in the sea.
Down on 'the mem of the high Bar-
bare-cos,-
bellowed Handy Solomon
1 turned and teetered into the cool
darfeliess of the ennyariu.
- -
(To be coatinued In next Wear.)
Ile drank a deep cup of the raw
rem and staggered back. to his seat on
the sends.
"'I sin not a man-o'war. nor a prise
leer,' said he.
Blow high. blow Iraam: what ear. we!
'Sot I am • lolly pirate. and I'm sailing
for my fee.'
Down on the coast of the high Bar-
bare-e-e.-
be sang. "We'll land in Valparaiso
and we'll ge every man his way. IDA
we'll sink the old Laughing .Lass ci
deep the Inez-maids can't find her."
Thrackles plied on more wood, and
the tire leaped high.
"Let's get after 'em." said he.
"Tomorrow's hes' 'a good." muttered
Pule "Lea' have 'nether drink."
"We'll stay here •n see If our r•I'
hien' Percy don' show up," said lian•
dy Solomon. He threw back his hetet
and roared forth a volume of sound
toward the dim state. •
"Broadside to broadside the gallant ships
did lay.
Blow high, blow low: what cave we!
Till the jolly man-o'-war shot the pfrate•a
mast away.
Down cm the roast of the high Bar-
bare-e-s."
I saw near we a live coal dielolged
ft-um the tire when /Three:klieg had
At the villa el the tees h I meld
est aveteahleg prone. dim limp.
therm,. MI the aritiftil of W4,0 Aar
Plea .tmd te ark 4,1411seti -,..r
'he ape arta !alit It tbr, rya*
riles were t This
Yor DON'T HAVE TO ITAlT
1v17 dose makes you iselheitsr. Lea-re
seeps your whole iambics &gbh sold on the




Catro  41.2 1.8 fall 
7.7 0.5 fallt'hattanooga 
Cincinnati  28.6 1.4 fel'
Ei,anaeinvelel le 33.0 1.6 fallFl
 7.8 0.0 st'd
Johnsonville 13.8 1.6 rise
eouisville  10.1 0.3 fall
Mt. Carmel . 12.0 1.6 fall
Nashville  .. 13.9 0.6 fall
pi
 IS 0.1 rise
St. Louis 15., 11.7 fail
Mt. Vet non 
The steamer -Dick Irow2834:1er gol(1:38 
fall
Paducah ...
as usual at 8 o'clock this morning for
Cairo with &large number of eleven-
gelfs and a considerable cargo of
reight.
The Georgia Lee from Memphis
plowed up as heti way to Cincinnati at
7 o'clock last night.
The City of Saltines came out of
the Tennessee river lae! night and got
away n•lilgfor. St. Louis at o'clock this
The John S. Hopkins was due to
irrive at 10 o'clock this morning and
leave for Evansvilie at noon.
The Buttorff wilt, get In front
Clarksville tonight and ware. on the
return trip to Nashville tomorrow.
The excursion steamer W. W. luta
arrived and will be taken oa the days
for extensive repair@ grligeratory to
the rowing slimmer sealloa. -
ri • towboat Egan in hack from
Ile Dillies a lair WV of
met
it.. L.104 tees:dean, ehi
- • -
nencini EurrramoL
Thu onto at Evans% t :1. MA" M HENRy sToNE
•'u non, contbar falling tor to %-
Prat days. At Padueeh, pot notch
change during the next SI hours. lee-
siley Oat, e:ightl. At ('airo, w1:1 con-
Qui.. falling during the next 31,1 I 
(Continued from First page.)
burs,
The Tenreateee. froun Florence
the mouth.* couttne.• rising during
the pelt 3,7. hours.
The Mlielssippi. from hems Si.






326-32i South Third Slue
as ollr commou'eanintee. by wing
I iii- in *eh rh, KIM, ..vit•rbzs and (ie..-
iseermee to disabuse tbe rireads of thi-ne-misers of labor meow. and •he 111'glees u .,% II., li if,' mi, ktinws letter
hi.,' it, ii*, f II .ip blar*-01.1' ) of lit.' tale,
vtithm tba! Stcrytar) Taft is tin•
ea telly to (hem.
 7_121e_  •Nnirve  )ou are puretsing sea
h ,ve but fribt. ruault -itt Kentucky.
nherc yon are b.!: known and where
:tour pli.titall . tritium tictc - is titivatest.
riatuel. tu make it inerc el.Mettit fie-
Judge Taft t.• ."art' Kenitisk-y efts,-
his nettaitation is mmie. wileh e nee
land ntuet appear *At It 11 lt nlinm•Ift
a. certain (in the fire lialket, as ale
1
esent ofeteat nainre can be fere-told
within sees days of !Is actual °rime
rence
-I vIlle.'rei regret that yet, eds.
--en proper ii• atm. )uurrotlf totalent
'he ire vitatee, arid to Yuen ‘1.11111111 and
I. cts to Inrideth amnion lion it, th. en-
emy to teetee•I against ycsurielf aud
Heir party daring the aarreatch:ne
..mpieign, thus weakening instead of
I icnclheeing our nominee for erase 1'1 re`_ Olt r•ae'uu *"." :'.1C1.' of the ergo-
de nt. ment that Kentucky !freebie-an 1
The PvIeral (plliceleolder. 
ot,ould Mew their gratitude. for wish
Pt noi ft on he s u mess t jig
..S.
-u'.,airi
 "%Pram' )0" btate f"1
'ruil
 i hanks for iirc.dent
ottioeholrieri. ap;•ear no hel alotict
'I “•t) Ilk,. a 1)11111:11011 a4)11
kerituck) and Mr. Fait-hankie
Thiel Fut t her:srnare, -).on ma; Mr
Fairbanks has been kinds eis -She Iwo-
•••• Keatocky and in the adtit.441
• ferret! to. to whieb %Amur name also
..eiseerit, It eleelaired "the lieetibil-
.ans Kentucky ate not Intfralca.
Cher know that tbs.: Itepublitsins of
Mate ta the Union ha... .ii)
thrm as have thfr'ffiei.ubilicans of lit-
aria are tie -
le •.erier,l4nw debtors of Indiana
In,. now. in thie Mier of opptIrtuntt%.
tt p.av, iu some small measure, that In.
that ss 11,k retruerieg our 11.-li
10 sole !or Indiana,* chose.
Iii.- Eric cli ttl all thus. is I as luau Ise
tsio ri.-.1 trent th.. mimed iNsaPilUI of
%gra r .nr-h .tt the Scenes+ nee nue
"thee this, addle*" walk adopted I duel
bee-awes for e ge lOt year*. the ther-
Ottra ,1-17fitAdalh7:4 e refused to to•eiir
11••• requaltiona se -the gatemen tit
is wee le for es-Geeereor Taylor an I
• eseis ,11,11X1 1.1 5 a;,- F:111*s fals.1%
•0* I be 'I, sc, with l'11)11.j1411
I tb. a qakepaliatIltn Of 14,n5tor
- ••1111
lotion{ ..... for secretor 
l.
y aft. he-
as you sewer, they e ar they
he removed from eft', if they
seal pieta, tutu, Thiel menet to
I., be _an unwarranted reflection
lash on twit officeholders and Secre-
tary Tart
'If lt be true that a majority of this
clam ofilrers are for him, would it
not he more generous, sit well as just,
cc ascribe' to them higher and neer
patrioti,'. mcitlies than the fear of los-
llitt office? lodeed, veiled it not, be
refer 'et ao.xottit tor there. being more
reeved often. for teeretery Taft than
!here ale against him on the, ground
that there are mere people of every
clasi• for Wm than there are against
tenet For inatatica. on any other the-
toy, 1141* do you account for the het
that there are mole Republicans hold-
are state. county and city offices in
K. 'murky, for tiescrelary Taft than
'here arc for all others; combined who
have been mentioned for preeident?
(I. has no imam to remove them
fldm office 'were' they to oppose hint.
Noe has fieezretary Taft power to re-
move federal calkers who mat oPletee
him for president, evept to a limited
extent in the war department alone,
applicable. perhaps, to se one in this
stale.
"I am pleased to 'tote you give
',Irene. that Do such remov•I vel he
made by him on such amount, but
snly "combinations of federal (Mee-
holders may sec trouble," amid those
'zee:tieing !heir individual opinions
ale nee' he molested. Rut -how ahem
.syrobloations of ex-officeholders, both
avelenti and 
state, 
the mimes of many
if whom appe r sigtrod to the pi-inlet's
'45‘144sits to the Republicano of Ken
pekr," which you Inclose*, A r
hey likely to "sea trouble' in th,
seer Nears? '1 bop! not from sot
mutes. ofbcga4 Or otberntton. Hut. Oils
Hides.= In touneetton IDS your eir-
nee ft,t.ni to ma mind some
a deht of gratiltaile to Indiana that ut
crminca paid :mu an) other sal than
hy caserng ale a elites few the laments.
thin ..r Mr Fairbanks for powsleilt
I fitII% appreeiale the pret.414.11 -
no's tee-senora have thus • afforel...1
those test ofeeere who Need not ease
obetineet heretofore a far trial 1111 said
charge. and soll Id. in niy upinson.
have been uneasily eastivecteal had they
hien restirn I le K. 114111.1 bli0 I fat!
Mr





Thl• ackrtion tuf a prt.I.1. nt of the
United Slats.. 'is a ...tritona matte, for
the rezisideration euf all our lespPle•
calling tor thi• ..s.tyjsP of IMPand
nit rum, and Should uacii he MUSH 'on,
mere sentiment Above all, the filinesa
d ,qicalifientions of the lermildate
httlirelf Mutt{ la. coruddrrtai.
While. Mr. FiVrtianks bin, deseharg-
ed his duties se president -accapt.
ably-. Secre(or) Taft has shown his
yeentliar and iticoptiotral qualltkatIons
fin ihe office of prmident try ihe' etti
elern .sod aucceseful manner in *high
he has dewharged his ditties in many
hisch official popithet lie is. 'In my
opinion, by his large experienses in
public life and natural ability, pr.!.
eminenUy qualified for the chief thh&-
letracy of tbD great n‘tenn,
The time has come In Kentucky for
peace and harmony in the Itepublicao
'party, and you, In nty opinion. can 111)
more than any other man to bring It
about or to prevent it. I beg of you,
therefore, by yeur yoke and INee tV
do all in your power to unite and har.
roonize all the elements of the 'tarty,
as well as among the independent voe.
ere Of Kentucky. from this time on
ante the next November election. Do
this and with William Howard Tart
U Mir eantilthtte Kentucky's electoral
vote•will be undoubtedly cast and
:minted for him for president.
Your statement that you would
thank my for an answer huts been ru•-
-peed by me as having been Maas. he
-'ou in good faith. and I have, there.
arre, availed myself of the opporturt-
ty you bare thus extended to me to
acereeme myself fully, freely and can-
ildly as an unfaltering friend and
upeorter of Secretary Taft for petal-
!, tit, and to stair the reasons wit? I
enact comply with your recommit to
upper Mr. Fairbanks for the nom-
"flattop for that ollitle litealisegft111,
inure, II I STONE
Si
















IDEAL MARKET AND FANCY GROCERY
Phone 742. 510-512 Broadway




3 lb. can Tomatoes ...... 10C














THE LOCAL NEWS i
for a tenia tournament between play
era of the Hopkinsville and Paducah
High rlbooleat Hopkies‘ille.
- l'se Earthquake rimed cleaner
for cletruing your rarpete and rime.
Por sale by Juke Biederman, Kevesth
Street.
-- Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, t00%
Broadway. Phone 196.
- For ms for real estate agents for
sale at eats office.
-Mr. H. (2. }Junius has left the
• est, 1ws few-tnewtheeeed 4 have ac-
quired an interest in his business and
shall look alter it for him. Any in-
fertuatkei with reference to any
branch of it wi'l receive prompt at
teetiou if you *CI tall up The Sun
office. Both phenol. ViS. E. J. Pax-
ton.
- Varno Lac makea old furniture
leok like ere Hank & Dav.s.
Dr %Varied. veterinarian. Treat-
meat of doMeetlt* at:finals. Both
pLon., 131.
- We can give you the finest car-
r.ages in the tits for wedding. haii
'avid theater calls. Our wieva are low
er than th; ;harged for ;Ike service
In any tit% In Atnerire. Our service
b. seertet to notie, avid the best in this
c;t1 Palmer Trenefer Company.
If iou alit a nice lawn sow
liennsoree born erre* tweet Flower
eyed that erne. Brunson', Flower
SPORT CALENDAR FOR WEEK.
Tuesday.
Checker tournament for the Do-
minion championship opens In To.
Wednesday.
Eastern league begins its season.
Opening of eight days' fleeting of
:Maryland Jockey cluteat Pimlico.
Opening of ten days' meeting of
Kentucky Rating asseelatIon at Lex-
ington.
TriState league opens its season.
Harvard-Nava: academy boat race
at Annapolis.
Thenalay.
j ( entral league begins its seaeen.
i Annual stort-ng sol tournament
p.m, at Lak.•wood, N J
) 'Ohio State league begins Its sea-
'on
i
' Annual Texas state got{
mein opens at Forth Worth.
- Friday.
tourna-
8hop.i ktreadway. !trete-life Trophy tais. for stock
-ittr4t---Metlf'Teirrs, • WeR•rTYPIlier rOUTIt N. "Y. '
odet 4.hirch a; ' meet !might Althea: t-hampion.h.ps of Amateur
New Era Paint goes fairthesi Fencers' league of America it New
Hank & Iht ii, .•II It.
The WO :when County 'Medical
York A. C.
Fourteenth annual relay rare car-
811' !. meet tonight in the °Mee nivel at Unlvete at
 of Pennsylvania.
id Di If P Sights. Fraternity build-
Mg The eubjeet Sill be found in
the Snell. an, Medical Journal or OBJECTIONS TOkyle 4
- r. Perry, painter sill deco-
rator. estimates furnished, priete Yea-
stotialle. Ohl pleire 12,56 Shop and
reedenee 526 Clark. ,
Masedine Polish for scratched
fermium at Hank & Davie
camerae Cameras, Cameras, and
ktelak ‘upplies of all kinds at R. II.
Clements & Co
Those anticipating the purchase
of anythiug in monumental work
"bout.' see the art.-atle display of mar-
and- granite at the shop of Wil-
liam Li den, West Trinible street. be-
fore placing their orders.
Verne Lac for floors. Sole by
Hank &_
For house numbers, dens plates.
liraas sten; l's. brass and aliiniinum
• h. I.. of all kinds. rulthel: type signs
merkers Sc. The (emend Stamp
Works. 115 South Third Phone 3fig.
-Screen enamel prevents; rust. Get
I! at hank & Davis
A ,srge sistwd of Paducah people
went on the Illinois Central annual
eecursienI.. Menrph s this morning
The special tialn will return tomor-
row night.
Si -tat service* for the last day
of the Pessover will he held et Tem•
it'e treed tenight at 04-10k and
Ii. -eeitt morMos at III o'clock 'Sub.
PAD. & NORTHERN
(Coatinned from page one.)
proposition here for years andthey
all. with the single exception of one
who Is Interested In property across
the Hier at flirookpoit, agree that the





 point to objectors made In
their contentions, is that the city
should he permitted to fix the switch-
ing charges to be exacted. and a re-
porter for The Sun sought Mr. Henry
Ova rbey, one of the men interested
In the proposition. for an esplana•
Hon of this and other points in the
franchIse today.
"We are perfectly willing that the
city embody in the franchise every-
thing that can he advanced that will
safeguard its interests." he said.
•'With reference to switching charges.
we think the eity should not have
hsgiite control of the amount that
is to he charged, a. we may some
time have council which would arbi-
em ig ht will be -The Reelenti'lli'n:trar Iv set the charges at a ridicu-
te Markftel " lously tow figure We readily, agree
. Arrangements are being ma-le that the matter should be one that
will always he subject to arbitration.
the city to have a representative on
the board, the railroad one and the
two to select the third. In this way
every one would he assured of fair
treatment."
"Mr. Overbey. it Is chargett that
I the city 'a interest, are not properly-
safeguarded An this ordinance, and
gentlemen are serving selfish-interests









Alleirrotti's and Easter are
two things which are very
closely linked in the minds of
Close charming young ladies
who have been "keeping
lent." Suppose' you lake her a
box of those deliciously tooth-
some rh000lates1
We have them put up in
dainty boxes for Kaster; •




Maas rheas Re. TI.
"I have my all In Padueah. every
doilar I own, my interests In this Pa-
ducah & Northern railroad I. a Mere
$100. Do you Or any one think that
would sacrifice It for the WM
have In this railroad proposition?
The other gentlemen associated with
me are interested in the road ahd
Paducah In the same proportton to
each other that I am.
"The men In this company are
prompted by unselfish motives. We
appreclite the fait that to make our
rift's future we need more railroads,
and our efforts in this matter are to
formulate a scheme that will assure
I them to us. We have Mildred It hem
every viewpoint, and if there ever
was a fair proposition we think we
have it."
One of the men who la Interested
In the new road said today: "The
opposition to our plans Is Inspired by
a -promoter, and it shows the shallow-
ness of some men to merely note what
men have allowed themselves to be
Influenced in their opposition to our
proposition-one that is backed hy-
men
j
et dm property Interest of Paducah-I •
by a man wIti_s_r_ Interest other than
 who own probably tea per cent
a commercial ausiw.
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES
Entertain K. C. Ladies.
Mrs, J. H. Snyder, of Tenth and
Trinsble streets, will entertain the
ladies of the Knights of Colunibm to-
morrow night.
Crepe Diem Club Resumes Meetings.
The .0anite Diem club will Ife`ainter-
tained on Thuraclay eenlIrg by MI's
El.zabetb Kelly. of Madleou street. It
is the fleet meeting of the club since
before Lent.
Miss Kiosk. Dabney and Master Et-
hridge Palmer Write Prize Essays.
Mho Susie ISabtrey's essay on
"Trope," and Master Elbeidge Pal-
mer's essay on "Birds,'• have won the
hotiora in the prize eisitay contest in-
augurated by the local Forestry mace
catkin. The cenestants v;ere the pu-
rile of the seventh and eighth grades
of the public Kele/eta' avid the number
of excellent essays submitted makes
Iii,. honor accorded Mimi Dabney and
Master Palmer all the greater. The
Iwo prize essays will lo. read on
',hunt-day melee-noon at the open meet-
lug of the, Foristry association by the
young writers.
Darnell-Earuhardt.
Miss Eva Darnell and Mr. Edgar
P:arnhardt, berth of this els:, weie
married on Sunday afternoon at the
home of Magistrate Boaz near Flor-
euce stalitoit. jtwasit quiet wedding.
Magistrate Boaz performed the cere-
mony. The bride wore a stylish and
becoming costume of brown with hat,
shoes and glov; a to harmonize The
couple retursted to Pattie-eh and will
reside at Eleventh and Teenessee
streets.
The bride is an attract ',e 3-oung
womani popular in a large circle of
friends. Fele is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs T. I. Darnell, 11104 Trimble
street.. Mr. Eernhardt formerly trav-
eled for the Sutherland Medicine com-
pany but is now engaged In the gro-
cery business at F.:ley.; nth and Ten-
neeete. streets lie is an entieprising
young business man with many
friemia.
Former Paducah Roy Marries in -I
'ali (orate.
Friends arid relatives: ln Paducah
have teen notified of the approaching
ruarrines. of 'Mr. 51. B. 'Jew*, formerly
(itPaducah, but now residing in San
Bernardino, ('al MiFa Katberiue
Hughes. at Los Angeles on April 2.0.
Mr. Jones Is the youngest son-of the
toc E. II. Jones, for years a promin-
4'111 county Abe/0 of Paducah, avid a
reptiew of Mr T .1. Atkins of this
city He Is topular in Padueah where
he lived until event ream when he
stilt with his mother. Mae. Luce W.
Joie,, and brother', Messrs. Harry
and Oscar Jenes. to C.altfornist to re-
set... Hi. Is: a member of a large 'phar-
macy firm in San teernsedine, His
bride is an attractive girl of Utica, N.
Y , who has lived for severs) years in
Lee Angeles. They will reside with
Mr. Jones' mother in San Bernarditip
.(law tidicers Chosen at Social
Mrs l'brietian Kolb entertained the
Bible ('lass of the Evangeli•el church
mo-t pleasantly: last t veiling at het
home on Broad street. It OAS a owlet
meeting of the class but ofiieers to-
tee year were chosen, the following
being re-elected: President, A. E.
Stein; vice president, 1•011114 Kolb; ser-
r. -ary. Mr. F. C. Kenney; Treasurer,
mattie Kenney; instructor, Bev.
M'. le, Bourg I n
The evening was enjoyably spent
soul delight PO refreeh menet were
rved. Those present wet-e• Mr.
at.4 Mrs. Dobbs. Mr. and Mr., A. le
Stein. Mr. and Mrs. LOUIII Kolb; Mts.
Hartneling. MVP. Smith. Mrs. Lyle
S-anion: Weasel) Mettle Kenney., lema
Shelton. Lena Walker, Antl'nette
Kolb, Ruby Kolb. Christy Kole,
Naomi HernielIng: Messrs. Choi:iv+
Stein, Flank ItInkleff.
Delphic (lab's Open Meeting May 2.
The Delpha• club met this morning
In regular session at the Carnegie
library. Interesting papers were pm




Is all that is necessary to show
that the system will absorb more
nourishment from
Crape-Nuts




Persons have "lived on
Grays-Note"  and
'when nothing else
and Mrs Annie morrow. Mrs sfor.
row read a paper prep.e..41 by Miss
Ethel Morrow and sent from New NEWS OF COURTS
York.
I The club will have Its open meet-ing on Saturday, May 2, at the Wo-
man's club house. it will be an after-
in this ease of the Walsh Manufactur-noon reception with an attractive
program. 
Ing company against the Paducah
Cooperage company, the jury was
Mill Dance at Rottgering Mane. 
withdrawn and by agreement a ver-
Mr. Charles Rottgerine well enter- 
diet of $3.500 for the plaintiff was
rendered, each side paying its ownlain a number of his irked, with a
cost. The suit was to recover $4.500barn dance tonight at his home on
the Cairo road.
!claimed to be due the plaintiff coin--
eiggt••=•••
Agreed Verdict.
After the evidence bad.been heard
pany for installing a dry kiln, which
Two Club Dances to Re Given Tonight the d
efendant refused to accept,
The Decorating committee of the claiming the 
kiln would not dry green
Woman's club have decided to corn- lumber as guarante
ed. The Walsh
bine the dances arranged for Tuesday ;company w
as represented by Attor-
and Wednesday evenings at the club neYe George N.
 Monroe, of Pittsburg,
house into one for tonight to include .and D. G. Park
, of Paducah. J. B.
both the unmarried and married 
!Walsh and C. F. Williams, of Pitts-
couples. Program dances will oecupe
the early evening sad the german
will be danced later. Mr. Saunders
A. Fowler and Mr. Wallace Weil are
the cotillion leaders. Fruit punch
will be served during the evening.
•
Col. Jerry Reasor, of Mayfield, is
in the city,
Sam Novick, of the Traction com-
pany service, went to Memphis this
morning.
Mr. Amos Story, of Mayfield, is in
the city.
Mrs. Orrin Hearne returned to her
home at Nashville today after visit
ing her son, Dr. R. E. Hearne.
Mr. William Nagel. the tobacco
broker, went to Murray this morning.
Joe Bid-raid and Jame Wifson.
prominent druggists of Mayfield, are
in the city today.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Thomas, of Mar-
field, are in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Burnett re-
turned to Louisville last night after
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Muscoe Burnett'
2005 Broadway,
Mrs. James Smith returned to her
home in Hillsboro, 0., today after a
visit to her daughter, Mrs. David C.
Wright. Miss Edith Smith, who ac-
companied her mother, will remain
for a longer visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Hug-hes McItnight
have a son, who arrived Saturday at
their home, "Gray Gables," In Ar-
cadia,
Me. A. F. Roth spent Senday and
Monday with relatives in boutlyHie,
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Roberts and
daughter, MO's Gertrude.. are the
meats of Mrs. J. P. SeottsOf South
Fiftt street.
Mr. W. J. Vaughan, of 'Lawrence,
Ky., one of the officials of the state
Senday School Union, , will arrive in
Paduese next Saturday and will ad-
dress One or more meetings of Sunday
reboot workers at local churches.
Mayor James P. &Web will leave
n. at 'Monday for St. Louis on a bind-
teem trip. Ile will remain two days
and then go to French Lick Springs.
Ind., for a ten days' stay.
Mee Maggie Nunemacher has re-
turned from Tennessee.
$1,000 for a' Woman.
There may be nothing new under
the sun, but "When the Mummy
Mores"- -is certainty an- original titiw
fir a story-. It is. of eotrree, a story
of mystery and It is en ingenious and
interesting a mystery that the Cblesite
itenterd-Herald. In etieb it appears
te :tally, offers a first prize of $1.000
to the woman who makes tee oegt an-
tutiOn, With 115 otter cash prizes for
women and girls eho make the next
beet solutions. The story' begins hi
The Record-Herald Thursday, April
23, and the conditions of the contest
will be found. accompanying each in-
stallment, in that paper. Those who
have been unable to get The Record-
Herald containing the early install-
ments may obtain a reprint of those
etallments by writing to the Prize
Mystery Editor. The Reeord-Herald,
ChIcago. While the masculine sex is
not eligible in this onanpetition it is
piohable that it will interest the whole
family circle and there is no reason
why men should not help their wives.
daughters. or friends to a successful
solution.
Auto Ride to Restos.
Plane have been laid for an auto-
mobile trip to Benton next Swirls)
mornitig, in which about twenty Pad)]-
cab ante owners will participate. The
'ceders of the pat-) will be Daniel
Fitzpatrick, May-or Smith and Dr.
Stewart. Each machine will carr%
from three to five liersons and It is
expected the part) will number about
7e. The start will be made at 
7
'clock and all the members of th
e
party will take breakfast at, Denton.
City Solicitor Campbell and Chief 
of




Ingleside Rebecca Lodge No. 17.
I. 0 0. pi... will mu-et Wednesday 
eve-
Mpg at their hall in the Three lAn
ke
befirtion. All members are requested
to be present.
LILLIAN HOUSER. Secy.
1.AfC'1 ORR, N. 0.
-The Paducah Chess, Checker and
ngbiat clue poet toutrnunwn4 started
last two weeks, starting with 50 point
the second floor. The tournament
taste two weeks,_startieg wtth'd point
meow", running through 75 and 1
00
points to the finals, 1.50 point games.
-Harry Jones, a bridge carpen-
ter, was brought to the Illinois Cen-
tral hospital last night for trestmest
fee Injuries received by • derrick fall-
Ins near Dcershurg. Tenn., while
Jones and other w-orkmen were ell-
remain laced In raising fiea
vy bridge their
I hers. Jones received bad bruises sad
on tbe stomach-food or andieias.1;nJurles to hi. back.
-Olive you 'tried am Ply 11/11hite,
din better than flyNW. vie 
rate





burg, attended the trial. Attorneys
Moequot, Berry and Corbett, of Padu-
cah, represented the cooperage corn
pany.
A verdict for the defendant was
rendered in the ease of John A. Greg-
ory against the Hillman Land & Iron
company, of Lyon county. The
judgment was rendered by default.
the plaintiff falling to enter appear-
ance. The suit was to recover 310,-
0r44) for the death of William Greg-
ory-, who was drowned from a raft
while employed by the Hillman com-
pany and was brought in the Lyon
county circuit court. The defendant
filed a suit to transfer the ease to the
federal court, to which the plaintiff
did not answer and the judgment
Oeurett-lothry witl be pteaded as a
bar when the case is called in the
:este court at Eddyvele next month.
Attorney C C. Grassham, of Padu-
cah, ripresented the Hillman com-
pany.
Grand Jury.
W. T. reckrill.% Theo. 1,ulgs and
Harry C. Rudolph, were released from
further service on the grand jury yen
terday and N. B. Tapscott, A. J. Wil-
lett and--C. C. W'aller substituted.
Deeds Filed.
T. C. Leech to Agnes Leech, prop-
erty on Kentimjcy avenue, $1, etc.
Ruth 0. House to Sidney Smith,
property in county, $1 and other con-
siderations.
Joseph Vernagut to. Estelle Duper-
rleu. property at Seventh and Clay
streets. $1.200.
' • In retire Coml. •
Police Judge Cross returned front-
l..ivingaton county !Asa evening and
was on hand to preside at the regular
session of that tribunal of justice this
morning. Among the cases tried were
the following:
Will Loving, colored, charged with
bteach of peace., fined $25 with at-
tendant costs.
Aaron Harris, colored, charged
with breach of peace, fined $50 and
costs. Harris was charged with whip-
ping his wife.
Harris Chambers, colored, drunks
enness, $1 and costs.
A. J. Mobley, malicious cutting,
charge dismissed and fine of $10 and
costs imposed for breach of the peace.
- E:vin Ingram- „charged with lining
insulting language. fined $2 and
costs.
William Jefferson and Mary Craig.
colored, charged with breach of the
peace, Mary Craig dismissed and Wil-
liam Jefferson fined 30 an cos
Mrs. Thompopon'n Fewest
The funeral of the late Mrs.
Margaret Thompson, who died at her
home in the Mints section of the
county last Sunday, was held at Mt.
Pleasant church at 1:30 o'clock this
afternoon. Mrs. Thompson was the
wife of .1. A. Thompson, and besides
her husband, leaves two daughters
and five sons. She was 58 years of
age.
A HEAP OF TROU-
BLE for some people is
baggage.
The right way
buy the right kind,
have it plainly marked
and in pecking have a
human heart-remem-
ber there's a limit. -
Some new bags have
tome in this week.
Trunks of all kinds at
a low price.
Swing Ur Best Girl In
Hart's New Idea
WINO
That delightfully exquisite, dreamaway glid-
ing motion is brought down to absolute per-
fection. It's a perfect gem, easy to operate,
strongly built, well painted, cannot and will
not jump the track or overturn, a marvel of
safety, an attraction on the lawn. It even has
a conforming back. It fita your whole body,
rests your whole body and tired brain.
Ask Hart the Price
GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
FOR SALE--Second-hand Iceberg
refrigerator. Phone 1724.
HORSES and mares for sale. 410
Jefferson. Wagon yard.
FOR RENT - Three unfurnished
rooms near Broadway. Apply 333
subscribers imparting want ads in North Third street.
nee gue will kindly remember that C. M. CAGLE, dealer 111 coal and
all earth Items are to be paid for when feed. New phone
the ad is bisected, the rule aPPIYiae FOR SALE---Lot, 60z175, in west
to every Vise without exception. _ ern part ortlliTtilty. It in the market,
WANTED-A good borter. Ideal address B. R. W., cars Sun.
Meat Market. $3 00 per week for a first-class
cook. Call at on
street. Either .phone 2. 20ce, Arth Fifth
FOR -RE.NIT:--•Elegatit cottage, all
modern convenlenbeit. Apply 533
North Sixth street.
-WANTED-Man and wife-to-work
in country. Phone 1715.
FOR heating and stovewood ttls
437. P. Levin.




FOR RENT- Fie- room cottage-:.
WANTED-Couple to be marrieti
Tuesday night, May 6, in the big tent
at Gala Week Festival. For partien-
lars address drawer "P," Padusah. Ky,
1032 Monroe. Apply to F. M. Fisher. F'OR SALE--Oldfaskioned -bare-
OVERSTREET, the painter. OA--- ground meal, also chicken feed and
phone 2559. corn crush. T. J. Woods. Old pbque
-WANTED-A good---man--elirk At 1440.
Ideal Meat Market. WORK bl0FtSICS WAIMED--Trado
for better stock; will give cash differ-
ence. Apply 82,8 South Tenth. Old
phone 921.
COOK WA.NTED-Colored prefet-
ed. Apply 918 Broadway.
WANTED-An experienced iasur-
FOR RENT-Rooms over Lendler
& Lydon. Possession given at once.
Lendler & Lydon, 309 Broadway.
FOR RENT -.One 4-room house in
good repair; 1214 South Sixth. Jo-
seph Mattison.
GOOD SBCOND-HIAND carriage
for sale cheep. Apply at 1014 Clark
street or old phone 993.
E. C. COPELAND, fresco arthtt,
church, hall and resisience wcrrk a
specialty. Old phone 2631
FOR up-to-date painting and paper
hanging. 'McClain & Rogers. Both
phones 961.
1160NRY TO LOAN on real estate.
Phone 765, L. D. Sanders, 318 South
Sixth street,
FOR SALE'-Four good horses hi
excellent condition. Johnston-Denker
Coal Co. Pones 203,
I. K. MORGAN norm atioelag,
general repairing, rubber Wee. 43t
South Third.
WA NtleD--To rent barn that will
hold five or FIX bead of horses, close
to market house as I can get "It. G. W.
Kelley, old phone 619.
GET OUT that old suit of last year
and have it cleaned and pressed by
James Duffy, 'South Ninth near Broad-
way, and it will look like new. - -
FOR RENT-Seven-room brick
icottage on Kentucky avenae adjoin-
High school. Apply to 'Um
Glrardey at J. H. Rudy's.
- DE. KING BROO--K13, dentist, has
returned to the city and located his
office In room 7. Tritehart building,
next to the Catholic church, on Broad-
way.
LET PS Sell yoer real estate. We
will collect your rents, pay your taxes
and relieve you of all worry. Mc-
Cracken Real Estate and Mortgatpl
('o New pbotte.62.
FOR SALD-One 14 Itorse-pdwiii•
yanotire engine. Freakily make. gait-}
able for gasoline boat. Newly over-
hauled. Will sell at a bargain. Ad-
dress V. I. Knowles. care Sus.
-prou SALE-it a bargain, seven-
dtrom slate roof new brick bongo.
Let 55x1115. on Sixteenth street be-
tween Monroe and Madtsoa. Meg
old phone 15412. , 
BARGAIN, easy payments. se
room house near Milos depot. Cask
ge:iimbalaane $1.51 per aseith. Ide
Relate mid alloalgagl
re. 31 ft rth Sixth. Old all0 0 14g.
Ni a iyhyric 43, a
piano at great Garrido. by Tarty leav-
ing city. Address lg. P. 200, Paths-,
call Sun.
FOR SALE-Several grocery &HIT.
cry wagons, both single and beer'''.
Also cosh register. Apply to Jake
Biederman Grocery and Baking Cu._
FOR RENT-The small cottage Mt
Seventh street opposite the eiseit
house. Also one on Eleventh street.
Apply to Jake Biederman Grocery
aad Raking Co.
DRIOSSMA K ING Mrs. magi&
Nitnemactier has returned to the city
and will be pleased to have the ladies
call. Located at 733 South Fourth-
street. Old phone 480.
'PIO EONS WANTED-At 1921,"
Mad;ison
$a to $10 per dap easily Biwa •
representing old established mall on-
der house. Over 1,000 rapid mina,
specialties; costly outfit free. George
A. Parker, Dept: 54, 720 Chestnut
Bt., Philadelphia, Pa.
P IG PXILNS WANTED-At 1921
Madison.
FOR SALE-Five acres, new 'two-
room house, cistern and outbuildings.
Situated near I. C. R. R. one miles HI
depot. Convenient to Mechanicsburg
mills. Price $800, part terms.
Would sell five acres adjoining. R.
N. Culp. 1720 Broad street, will show
place, or address owner, 0 F. Roark.
Ralston, Okla.
WANTED--Persons suffering with
kidney, trouble or motel& to write
proprietor of Whittle gpsom-Lithla
Springs, E. Tenn. You can be cured
"Don't Hesitate."
WANTRID-For E. army: Mohr ". -
bodied unmarried MN between eget
of It and $11; ethane of the Uetted
States, of geed clientele- and temper.
ate labile, who clan 'Peek, real and
write Ingliela. Men wanted Mir
service in Cabe and the Philippines
Per information &pasty te_ ResNIIMI
Olker, Now Richmond Rouse, Pe•
Sneak. Ky.
- - -
...-/temsdairy sell aim et' II tee
will he et ass Rear Minsier
Are BI, Doe% Wes Al
e
swift Mese greet people eild ddlirr
matablei. Mee the while human ego
war.public lanallegahi Ws.tiirwt,ou
Tureday. April at. only.
1111,8M111 W•1111111, ef' North
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DELINQUENT TAX BILLs=,glittoot, itT , 1733 Jeff .,,... M“ Norte View
le; n, , elements St.
. , nn, Frank, 10th St. 
Jessie., Dierieses add..
Lobi r. W. F. 12th aad liar-
! uttrell, A. C., Pouts. Park.
rin Sta. 
Lydon, Meek, 633 So. 84h 
tele, IC R.. Xy. ave, 2 8
& 3rd 8(5.
S...6 Lynn, M., Clements St.
llartAn, W. M., fleb, Boyd &
:Is- 41) }Arras Sts. ......
8.98 Marshall, Jamea. Clements 
6.69 fetlock Lizzie, Goebel a\5 
r







FOR MY OF PADUCAH, 190 7
Abbott, Deihl. 801“.11 add. ..$
Agnew, Lucy. 94)4 K). Ave..
Alexander, Sec. 9114. Clark &
Adams
Allison, J. St, 4th St.
Atheim, Auguita. St.
Allgood, R. G. or R. Y.. Adams
Alsatian, J. N.. O'Brien's add.
Aaderson. Oras..Chamblin add
Anderson, P. W.,O'Brien add
Anderson, Miss Kate, 4lb,
Hush and George
Artheitrong, J. T., 12th Har-
rison
'Alp:not, T. 0., 6th
George
, iusband &
Baker. W. 61.. Hinkievile R.
EnBoyd, Mrs. z., 11th. Jones
and Norton
Baker, E. W. & C.. 9th, nude
and Bocknion
Ram hells, Wagner, 6th & 7th
Baker. D. 0., Woodward &
Yelser Ave
Baird. Miss C. A., 14th St...
Etarnett, W. W., Wway, 16th
and 17th fits.
Baker, S. L., Farley Plaee• •
Ihrnett. C. S., 3rd, Monroe
and Madison
Bogard, W. A.. Wash. 11 &012
Bohannan, Lulu, Bridge St...
Doberman. J. D.. Bridge St .
Bormcr. L. E.. "Moore Track"
Bowling, M. A., Faxon add.. 3.5.1
Btooks, J. King. Jeff. & 6 112
e_Brake:lie Fee 1201- tee e
Blown. Geo. H. Jeff. St.. . 24 tie.
.71 Gilbert. Mrs. Ida. Mal Geld R.
20.31 Glass, Geo. D., Faxon's add..
Glover. W. C., Adkins ave...
7.50 Gtxxlsiu, Mrs. N. G., 24th A
14.72 Jefferson Sts.
9.14 Gurdan. James. Caldwell St..
3.12 GOWWI. A. M., CbaniblIn add.
3.12 Gleeson. Mrs. Eva. 6th &
8,62 Elisabeth Sla




Ens 41.41 MS. J. B.. 1033 So. 3rd....
, Mrs. T. A., Harrison 1MiSisten. W. M., 81.11, Admits
lath & 1 1 th Sts.  40.7'd Miller. Y. G.. Wheeler add...
2...el Grainger. F. E., Clay and Miller. H. T.. Adams, 24th
Trimble Sts.  28•31 I & :5th Sta. 
19.81 Gi.aate, E., Harrihatt add.. 12.90 /diner, J. D., Mayfield Road 
6.75 Grief. Minnie, Frank and • IMitchel, M. A., N. 12th St 
Ruby-. 12th. Jeff. & Mon.. 12 20 Moore, G. 0.. Trimble. loth
14.2; Grief, Nick estate, 4.06 & 11th Sts. ......
Grief, A. W.. Ky. are, 2nd Moore, G. W., Ird, Teaueasee
3.0g & 3rd Sta.  73.:'l & Joan
3.26 Greene J. B.. Goebel ave 
, Oregon% C . Trimble St.  
9.64 Gieer. Mettle, Foun. Park ad
1.02 Griffin, Ed.. 1343 So. 9th 
Grouse; R. A.. 5th. Husbands
27.64 & George Sts. ......
10.1:
Brown Bros., Salem ave..... 6.49 .
Brigman. M. J.. Elwood ave. 3.5.1
Bryant, Sam, 7th & Hush St. 6,3% 1
Brooks, J. B., Lincoln ave. ..
Bryant. Walker. Jackson St.. 9.61
Brown, J. W., 10th & Jonas. 5.56!
Bryant. Mrs. Belie. Ella. St... 4.116
granton, E. M., Women add.
Browder. Allen and Kate.
Fountain ave.
Branton, John, 10th, Boyd. &
Flournoy
Bryant, Mrs. Jesse, 8th, Hus.
and Bocknwn . ....
Brown, B. B., 12th St.
Brandon, Geo. Elockman St..
Bracke, C. L., 12th and
Flournoy
Burton. Rosa. Goebel ave....
Burkholder, H. F.Worten add
Burk, S. W.. O'Brien's add..
Burnett, Henry, Wway. lend
& 23rd Sts.
Budde, Frank, 12th, Caldwell
and Norton
Bichon.-Ohes. E. 4th and Mad.
Bloodworth, Se A. Mill Ste .
Blanton, L. P., O'Brien's add.
Black, C. N., Thurninn add..
Beatty. R. S., Jeff. SL
Benton, Lola. 9th and Jones. '•
VA'reY. w.. 8th and Camp.
-Burger, ,G-.-W,, Tam_
Calissi, Berta* l'uth & Leake
• Avenue.
Cartwright, John. Glenwood..
Carroll. Sallie, 7th Harris &
Boyd o •
(saran. Clara, St St.
• Carr, Albert. 9th & ('aid....
Carman. Ernest, Clements St.
Cecil., Thos.. N. 4th St.....




Clark. P. C., N. 12th St.- •
Clark. Mrs. Nancy. Eulah
Clark. Add.. Bridge St.
Clark, J. 1V., Clements St.. ,
Clark, W. A , Thurman add..
Carker. L. T., Cletnents St...
Conne7Y. Jas, Astbrook are,
Coleman. C. A.. So. 11th St..
Conlee, Mrs. U. L., So 3rd.
 CVlernan. J. S., bun. Park.
Coperland,Annie, 1.008 Ky.ave.
Cenant, S. le, Eliz. & Broad.
Cohen. I. C.. Monroe St ...
Cooper. J. B.. Bridge St. ...
Creason, Claud. O'Brien's add.
Cunningham, Joe. So. 4th...
Dalton, Lucy, Benton Road...
Dern441, S. 8., 7th Husband.
and Bock man ......
Davidson, J. B. & Co., George
and Bock town Sta.
Davis. Mrs., Ashbrook are...
Davis, Mrs. R T.. 9th, Hesb.
and Beekman
Davis, Mrs. W. N.. Plaherville
14.17
Davis, L. Ele So. 4tht St..... 7.21
Day, J. N.. Green St.  211.72
Dean, Mary. Mad. 12 & 13  20.31
Dearer, B. D., Thurman add. 3.53
Dicke, W. J., Broadway, 22nd
& 23rd Sta.  14.85
Delhi, Lotris Thurmatt add  4.55
Dill, C. L., Powell. ave.  5.47
Dickson. J. T.. Little's add  9.64
Dillen, J. B. M., 7th. Bersy  135.91
Dodd, 0. M.. 16th & Harrison 141.23
Desouchet, Ed, Hayes ace   11.67
Douch, Mrs. Role. Bloomfield 4.06
Downs, W..D.. Trimble Stt  211.52
Doyle, Mrs. M. T. Tenn. St N.14
Drake. Oscar, N. 12th  7.12
Drennan, Mary. Thurman add. 11.19
Duffy, Rose. 8th, Wash. &
Clark Sts.  12.20
1)uMn, J. II.. Revay 24.70
Dulgind, G. C., 23rd & B'wey 14.13
Duncan, Mrs. L. 13., Bronson
avenue 
DennaY. J. 31., 8th. Adams
and Clark ' 28.93
Bardey, W.. Wheeler. arid.  
Edringlon, Sarah, Sowell add. 381
Edwards, C. C.. Little's add. 2.0:
eroed & Story, Wway, near
r, T. S.. So. 5th St.  26 9.
ally lImits  8.14
Eninterson, T. E., Madison
Iltb & 12th  16.25
Enders. John. Wagner are
Farris. Joe, 91h, ilarrls
Boyd  11.06
tiro!, Helm Mix, st,  12.20
Annie. Wway  16.2R
F.sher, Otho, So. 5th Rt...  4.24
Flornoy, D. 11., for mother
7th, & Harriers:VERN   81 91
rents, Acres, Lunt. ig. liPte
and Monroe Ste.  61.65
Foreman. E. W.. Madison,
21st, & 22nd Ste. ,  .93
Foreman, A. M., Madison
21st & 22nd Sta.  .99
Fragan, J. N., Clements St. 9.414
Futrell, Frank L., 4th, &
Clark Sts.  40.66
Futrell, T. F:., Clay St   15.43
Gallagher. M H , fith,
• George 8th . . 6.06
Sall-siter & Lane. 9th &
Trimble Ste  25.42
earvey. Mrs. Judith. N. 6th. 5.06
third/nee. N. C. Jett 86.• • • • 214)4
Gebeck Metre, Etta Sit . . 50













































Helton, 1.. J., 18th & Mad...
Ilenson. Mrs. S. F., 11th &
Tennessee 
Ilendlick. John K.. Wway,
7t11 & 9th • 
Hesslg, Dr. H. T., 8th ifs'
Jackson Ste 
Hall. A.. 12th, Clark &
Wash1ngioo Sts. .
Itanr.--"M.- E.. 2-7 61117Monróe
• Madison Sts. 
Hancock. W. B., Fonatain
Park add. 
Hanes, I... So. 12th St. 
Harris, R. M., 7th and Bur-
nett Sts 
Hart, J. B. and wife. Adkins
ace 
3'1  Harrell. C. Bway. 24th &
25th Sta  
41•
56
1 Harper. J. A., Wheeli▪ s add...
u• I 
e „ Harley, Mrs. Thos. Harrison.
10th &'llth Sts. 
Harrison land & Mining Co.
3rd St. to river. 
Harris, I. B.. O'Brien's add 
'lase, N. L., near John Arts 
lizybeek, Tempy. Hush. add.
Bays. Fred, for wife 
Higgins, Mrs. Mary. Sowell
addition
Hints, Bud, Tenn. s. 
Huber, F. C., 6th. Boyd, &
Burdett 
Hotter, W. F., 12th 4t Har-
rison 
leollbroolt. Mrs. M...J., Harz
risen]. 11th & 12th 
iloft, W. A.. Clay. 14th &
15th Sts. 
Hostetter. Mary A..425 Wood-
ward 
Howell, Ella, 21st & Wway 
Hubbell, Mrs. C.. Chamblia
add
Hubbard. Ed C.. 6th & Mc-
Kinney 
Iludeon, J. W., Monroe, 12th
& 12th 
Hughes. Geo. C., 9th & Jet 
Hughes. Geo. V., 1354 So. 9th
Hutephrees, J. H., 1293 So.
9Th St. •
Dustin. Jas.. Bloomfield ave.
Husbands, Wm. N.. 2% acres
near coal tIPPleee 
Ifushands. Mrs. S. E.. Ells-
Ilutcherson, S. 1-, Guthrie
avenue 
Hyman, L. H., W. B'way 
Hughes, Geo. C.. 4th & Kl.
aveoue 
Hays. H. 832 Jet.
Hays. T. B., 14th. Fountain
avenue 
Ingram, N. H., 501 & Trim 
bseman. John and Tony, 2nd
& 'Washington Sta. 
heY, P. .1., Eulah St. 
JattleS, Albert F. 12.25 Salem
avenue 
Jones. C. S., Burnett. 11th &
12th See 
5.56 Rinest J. T.. Adams St.
Jones, E. Tr. -Bridge St.  
2.0:: Jones. Jess F. 019r:en add 
2.0J Jones. S. W., 10th & Burnett
Jorgenson, J. K., So 3rd St 
Johnson, Chas. Eulah St.....
Johnson. H. JeeTulley ave...
Johnson. C. 8. Clark 4th &
r.th Sta. 
Johnson M. B. clot.. Clark
4th & 5th Sts. 
Joheeon, Mrs. E. A.. So. 44h.
Johnston, Robt . 8th, Hush
k Flockmen 
Johnson, Sam, Harrison St 
Johnson, N. S., 13th, Burnett
& Flournoy 
Johnson. Silas J., Bridge St  
Jones. 
Joyner, Mrs. Willie,. Kinney
avenue 
Kahn. Mrs. Fannie, 9th &
Mosinee 
Cramer, Mrs., Harrison 7th
& Atte Wee 
Karkey, Geo. Trimble 13(
Vaskey, Mary 13th & nor-
' noy Sta. 
Kennedy, H. T.. Husbands &
Jarett add. 
Keobler. Mrs. Nancy. Ash-
brook avenue 
ledger. Mrs. Entailed.% • Boar-
landtown 
Kelthley, John, 820 So. 7th 
Kelley. A. P.. Hays add 
Kelly. B. Monroe, 11th &
12th Sta. 
King, W. T. & D. A., Clay.
9th & 1414h. 
Minor*. Mrs. ramie. 9th &
Trimble Sta. 
Kirkpatriek, 13. W.. Bloom-
field ave. 
Rove, Geneva, Hinkleville R.
Kyle, Mallows. Kinkbeed 
Kahn, Oscar, for heirs, So.
4th St. 
handle, L. 13., Caldwelt ,
Landis, W. T.. Worten add.
Landrum, Mary, Jones St 
lAsley, 0. L.., berneeins are.
Latham, N. L., 8th. Adams
& Jackson 
LaRue, H. &., Little. ..add.
Lame, A. A., So. 6th St 
hebberry, J. B O'BrIeJes add
Lee. T., West End 
Leigra 8. G.. N. 14th St  
Leech & Washington, Ky ave.
13th & 14th Sta. 




Lewis, T. B, 13.waY 
14.72 Morgan. Boland, Kilgore_
9.64 Morgan. J. C., Ohio, 4th & 5th
5.70 Morris. C. B., Norton, 3d and
l4.37 4th Sts. ....... . - .....
" Morris. W. M., 902 Bronson
4.28 Avenue 
1e.,69 Mullins. Joe, Whec.er Add..
Muse. Geo.. for heirs, Tenn.4.06
McCallum, J. A.. Elizabeth..
McCarths, R. E  12th, Ohio
81,17 and Tennessee e 
McFadden, W. T., Fountain
47.78 Avenue 
McBC1rnidrege, B. F.. Jai-rett and
14.02
L.. Jarrett Iiii.. ,
31.54 McClure. Hannah. 714 Jones
McClure. HoustOn. 9th aid
Burnett 
9,61 McGee Mrs. West lend 
11.67 MeGehee. Wm. and J.. Cald-
well et. 
11.6; Melnere, R. le. Worteses Add
aleMitlan. Miss Fannie. 7th
Adams Sts. 
22.43 McNeal. Ella. O'Brien's Add.
638 
McMahon. Robt., Herahan Ad
Neel's-. Ed. Hays Ave 
Nee-kirk, Fountain Ave  
Newman. E. T., 14th and
Madison OM 
Newman, Wortea s Add 
Nichols, A. J.. Monroe, 8th
and leth 
011iver, G. W.. Rushing St.' 
°Hirer, W. N.. Faxon Add 
Osbourne. Jessie. Trimble St.
Parham, W. H., 9th & Norton
Parish. R. E., Langstaff Are.
19.81 Partee. Elm, Jefferson, Ninth.
and Tenth 
69,66 Pearson, R. It:N. 13th St 
. Perry-. Star, Tennessee-St 
4e06 Perryman, C. X.. 9tli. Clark
' Clark end Adams 
Petter, Justie 635 Ells. St...
Phillips. Jennie L.. Harahan
4.06 Boulevard 
14.35 Philters, fella, Campbell St 
Phillips, Mrs. N. J., Jefferson,
3.05 hth and 9th 
Phillips. Mrs. Willie. Chant-
19.81 ban Add 
3s1.13 Pierce, Ed. Campbell. 8tb and
75.76 Rittman, 1110 Jackson 
7.61 Polk, Bettie. 11th. 11 6.treoy
and Terrell 
3.53 Pope. S. W.. Powell 
11.67 porter. D. S.. bittle's Add 
Potter, S. J., 24th and Ken-
5 54 lucky Ave. 
12•21 Price. Ben, 4th. Husbands and
Caldwe:1 
14)-65 Price Netee L., 8 4th St...
7-61 Pruess, W. E., Tennessee St..
Pryor. J. D., Guthele Ave...
47-68 Preor, W. L., 5th, Elizabeth
34.06 and George 
Perry. Mrs. Lena. Jackson
11th and 12th 
24).34 Quarles, W. hi,. Clements. St 
174.119. 
Quane.desetv. 2141e. 34.. 4th. Norton
• 5'5  Ralf. D.. Jones St 
Ragan. L. B., .1237 Trimble 8.22
Ralph. W. H., Jackson St 
944 Ramaxe, Mrs. Jas.. 3d. Nor-
ton and Husbands .7.61
162.7552 E. B. Richardson. 3d, Wash-
38.12944 ington and Clark 
Ridgeway, Win.. 12th, Jones
1:::: and Tennessee  8.61
" Rigglesberger.J.W., 1204 8 6 2'.l.S6
Rigglesberger. F., Cit., S. 3d. 399.65 Alexander. Dave. 8th,. Bus-
Ripley, Geo E., Jr., Harahan bands and George 
12.21 Rivers, John, 14th & Trimble 13.70 ington and Clark  
Add  5.70 Armstrong. Geo., 11th. Wash-
25.44 Roark. Wm., Brown Ave  5.76 Bacon, Alice. Hays Ave 
Roberts. N. F.. Fountain Bacon, C Sowell Add 
Park Add.  3 94 Baldwin, Jas., Flournoy StNA I
cis Roberts. Mrs. Augusta, George Barber, W. M.. 916 Boekman
6,,es Rogers. Jas. K.6e...Herrlsou, 
16.25 Baynham. Rowlandtown ....Street 
6.06 17th and 18th  2R5.0975
Beach. 1113th",
Flaynham, Sam. 1309 S. 8th







Roos Mrs. It L., Monroe St. 12.401 and Rod  -
Ruby. John. 17th, tia.y. and Bell, Thos.. 411 Blizabeth..
Trimble  8.14 Bell, John, 9t11, Norton and
117,81 Russell, Alex, Smithland Ave 14.2e Caldwe:' 
Blends, Rowlandtows Russell, Monte, Unroll) Ave
4.06 Rutledge, Wm.. 423 Adams.. 151'082 goofier, N., 804 Harrison 
13-7 Sanderson. J. J., Langstaff Av 2.01 flowers, M E N. 12th 
Boners. Edgar. 8th St  Sanderson, R. L., Bloomfield .













66.21 Smith 3 IS 16.:3 Jones...
'Sasder. Mary E Monroe St
17.32 Stanley. Mason . John Arts
14.96 Stewart, Mittel, nayileld Road
13.70 Stewart, Dr. D. T , Madison,
7.61 1 16th and 17th
Steed. Henry, & Jackson
°•'s Stevenson, Frank. Madison..
7,e6,„ 1 Stroud, Mrs. Ellen. 733 fl. 5th







S. or 1 
4.74
21.36
.4.06 Switzer. J. 0.. 'Bonbon Ave., 
9.64
Sutherland, C. W.. Koonce( 7.41S
Sanas, 1. H., Monroe, 23d and1,62.0460. 24th St*. 
'Tatum, David, Thurman Add
' 8.73 Taylor, Young, 421 Ohio... .
7.73 Taylevf. P. V., back Kilgore's
51.99 Tern'!;, .1. B., Jefferson. 4th
12.82l• and 5th' 
IThenailli. .1. L.. West End 
673..1721Thelleamilkao.s. 15..27thelrs. Harris,
1.64 4
1.5.64 Thompson, UM. lemma. 1511
I Je tenon St. . . . .  9,46
33.41•Theietreen. dieltle, Jackson  9.06
1Thom peon, Mrs. Julia, Ky. Av 85.46
19.81 Thompson. Wilson & Co 
3.531 'nimble St.  220.23
11.90 Tucker. Harrison, 10th and1
11th Sts. 
22.36 Vanderroute. Chas_ Jackson 
Vines J. IC, Guthee Art 
tit Van Culla John. Bloomfield
35.0$ Avenue 
4.53 Vogt, Tony. 9th, Husbands
13,70 and Beekman 
Vogt, Miss May. 1217 S 10th
13.70 Vongtia.nCisatresatse, 911i. and Bock
 10.46
8.14 Wade, A., Sowell Add 
Wzgner, 1.ydia. ....  
5.16
8.14
3.20 Wallace. Ow a, 1116 ackson 5.18
cog Wallace, B. .. 3r1 an Jarrett 3.53
-fele Warsaw, - Wheeler -Add% .. 8.56
Walker, Mr*. Emma. Snivel!
12.99 AddRioa  3.55
4.06 Walker & Williams. S. 4tb  1.00
. Walker. Jilin's. 610 Broad  11.67
13,11 Walberts, J. T. heirs. 627
11.67 Trimble St. ' 17.2$
WaFren, Those 1 acre near
2.0312.24 Terrell's .. 
4.99 Warms, CI D.. for children,
6.01 S. 4th 9L  
17.35
- 6.11
7.91 11'way, 22d and 24th 
€.5* Watkins. llm. M. A., 1629
Watts. L. P., Broad. 4th &5tb 19.11
26.4; Watts heirs. Sway and KY.
13.70 Areime  21142
Weala, J. P. and W. B., Moe-
8.14 roe 21st aid 22d  3.05
'7.50 WebteeWm. V., Hampton Ave 4.54
1.01 Wells.. B., Salem Are  4.54
2.43 Weil, MTS. 1111e1'.e. 1107 Mon-
3.53 Werner. Wallace. Broadway. 
12 212.81 .roe St 
24th and 25th
73.211 West. Fred. 18th 4 Harrivon 6.55
10.44 Weatkerilighen. FA. --rounlaill
Parlk --e-eies...=,. e,_e_eesetteeeete-le.----5-S5
Weathertngton, Lela, Terrell











1.4e -Burnett Sta. 
Willingham. West End 
11.67 Wiliam, Ernest, 14th.. Bur-
8.141 licit and P1ournoy Wilkins, T. J., 412 Ashbrook
7.121 Avenue 
5.5 Wilkerson, W. W., Ashbrook
3.741 Avenue 
%Beams. A., Harrison. 5th &
4." 6th Sta. 
Williams. W. M... 8th and
13.70 Bockman 
15.67 Williamson D., heirs, 514
11.67 N. 5th 8t. 
11.67 Wilson. Mrs. Martha G., Clem-
ents St. 
2.03 Wilson, Mrs. R., Wagner Ave.
6th and 7th fes. ......
20.13 Wiser. Geo., Jefferion. flib
11.67 and 14th 
Withers. J. P., Jarrett and
16.75 Meyers fits. 
14.72 Warden. H. C., Jr. Whine-
12.87 more Add. 
11.98 Yates. Mrs. Lizzie, Eesebetb
Yates. C. F.. Hays Are  
2ChlstarnablndlnAdAadmd
Ray J Wheeler Add  2123..9280 TYOrP141;
8.14 Avenue
Saunders, W. D., N. 12th 
St..3.32 Saunders, S. X., Thurman Ad 
Sanders. F. B.. 10th, Boyd
6.61 sad Flournoy 
Sanders. H.. Snitthland Ave 
1.00 gayer. John F., Hays Ave 
:"•5 Schmidt. Nick, 1116 8. 3d 
Scott, F. S., 156 Clements 
Scott. Mrs. N. A., 8. 8th St 
Sears, Mrs. 111.. 5th. Elisa-
beth and Bockman 
2.03 Seacoast Mining Co., Meyers
SebutIne, Josh. Kentucky
26.45 Are., 10th and 11th 
Sells, Hays Ave 
Merrell, Robt.. N. 8th St 
Shemwell & Wallace, Clem
ents St 
Shelby, T. R.. Husband and
Jones 
Singleton. Gus, 6th, Monroe




Sledge, 4th, Norton and4.
15.71 Smith. Edward, 8. 6th St 
2.51 Smedley, Hiram, 4th, Tennes-
2 7! See and Jones 
14.00 Fltnith, D. K., Clay St 
greith, Mrs. N. J.. 1110 Clue
4.06 Smith. Chas., 24th and Jack-
Ortill son Ste 
12.17 Smith. J. S., 617 Willi* St 


















ASKED AUAINS ATEll LOUD
TIE COMPANY.
By Father of 1 oung tessi Who Was
Dimence in the 4 wuni bertand
River.
•
The Cadiz Record sass:
"It K. Roberts, of this city, father
of Robert Lackey Roberts. the young
123,60 man who Was drowned In Cumber-
8.12 land river near Canton about three
weeks ago by failing from a barge
while hauling. coal with a wbeelbai-
row front one side of the boat to
another, has filed a suit in the Tien!
circuit court azalea), the Ayer & Levi
Tie company for damages to tic
amount of $2.000 for the death of
the young man. Joe Holland, of
10 31 Linton, agent of the company and
25 92 who was in charge of the time, is
14.72 made a parti to the suit.
15.25 "In the petition plaintiff alleges
that the death of his son was canted
5.06 by the negligence of the company
8.14 and their agents; that at the time
the deceased was under 21 year* of
age, and that the defendants son-
Darted with and hired him to work
on said boat without the father's eon
sent and agenst his will: that the
deceased was MA. _familiar_ with...the
work on the host and bad no knowl-
edge of the dangers incident to his
duties. and that the defendants and
their agents failed to inform the de-
ceased of the great dangers to his
life lo the performance of said dutles
"Tlist $2.000 damages asked In-
cludes a claim of $50. which the
plaintiff alleges in his petition was
due the young man for wages at the
time of his death.
"Attonsey • Denny P. floret and
Max Hanberry Sled the suit."
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder PS1 . are
prom 
%
apt matt thorough and dill
short time strengthen weakened k
0
1lfl.
neys and allay troubles arising from
Inflammation of the bladder. Sold by
7.61 hittl drugists.
e-Pierretars awl Sim. W. H. lean
rerfltehresit the Koxy theatre Tuesidaye-
Aprt1 21, tsetse miss the. chance of
11.57 White. Sam, 13th and Jones 11t7 gr.**, le'^Pir 114d mile*
Vilt:te. R., Thurman Add.... -3 51 aotahlev, sive the shire hossec and
10.6e ,Itailte, D. W., 1205 Tenn.. 29.66 othre'public bunchily. In Wasfshighla,
1.0"0 White. W. H.. Sa,etn Ave .. 24.39 Tuesday, A ern 21, only.
Whittemore, ., HiakIe
Wecox, S. D., 6th. Boyd 
30.31 •11:e Road 
asad 115.04 Gregory & Hester, Caldwell.. t '.4
76.16 CoGreer, Cato. near nners..
II. °Hen and D. Roes. 111k 
2 504: 
and Nortoe 
2.54 Hilnardnistsorinta* . Cbsta.te.1"117tettb8.tBar-
6.38 nett and Mammy  7.41
Hathway. Geo., Tenser,* St 2.54
Henderson, Geo Campbell  9.44
Hibbs, T. D.. 708 S. 6tb  8.24
Hobbs. Sane feazon's Add  4.54
HoweTretL;1lenry. eat., 8th andT
2.01
Jacobs. Jeff. WOodward Ave 3.12
17.79 Jenkins, Monroe, Broad Alley 3.53
Jenkins. lAwreace, S. 12tb  5 56
Jklas. rliarentre.1714 Broad 3.26
Johnson, Henrietta. 8th, Hue
bands and Beckman 1.14
Husbands 
and George Sts.  3.05
Jorden. Agnes, le& C.lemeasts 3.55
Jordon. Will. Iltb and Halle 14.22
Kerne Silas. 415 8. 7th 14.47
K:rk, Join, Leak. 9th & 10th 3.53
Knight. Will. 11th, Bosd aid
and_Terrell ....... 4 55
Lawrence, T. A.. Iltoetewn  8.18
Lindsey. Francis, 1718 Brood
Al:ey 





Young, A. If. Fountain Park
Young, J. M. Fountain Park
t 'peered Llet.
Alexander. Dora, 9th, Hug-
bands and George 
16.60 Briggs, Luella, 630 Terrell,.
5.05 Bronson, J. B., Cleveland Ave
'Brown. Kitty. 619 14 7th...
Brown, G. W.. 12th St 
Brown. Lena. Tennessee and
I Husbands
Buford. W. A., Terrell St 
(744'Y. May, 1456 8. 10th..
Cannon heirs, Washington 
'Childers. W. M., Bartlett and
Flournoy ...... • ...• 7.73 '
Clark, Eliza, Ashbrook Ave 
'Conley, Antly, S. .10th St 
Copeland, Sam, IL 14141
Crowell, Will, 1406 OW • •
Dance. Henry. ate N 10th.
tiDa:/u 1. els8.Leab, 1213 N. 13th
'Daniels, Luelnda, 1120 Hard-
'Daniels. Hal, 718 Harris.
Deflate Henry, 1438 8. 10tb,
Mgrs. Robert, Ciements.
33.89 
Donaldson, Anderson, N. 7th.
I [Prole,. Nins, 1005 N. 7th: 
21.34 Dunlap. Henry. 816 N. 7th 
lEdwards, Henry. 3d. Hashemdi
14.72 bands and George 
5.05 1Cn4ers, John, Flournoy, 6th
d 
7th 
32 79 Fletcher, Plunkett's607,
hill 
14.25 Find:ey, Norfieet. Rowlown 
'Gibson, Dan, 1410 8. 10th 
16.87 0-sea, Clarissa, 7th and Bute
8.331 nett Ma. 
Gorden. James. Caldwell It 
6 10 Gray. ?Arnie 8th and Burnett






























Lott, W. H., 4th, Husbands
and George  1.514
Loving. Dennis. 1309 8. 10th 11.94
Loving. Gen . Broad, 7th *Itch 4.6;
Mansfield.7tkkh'. stH., and wife.2s
7 61 Manion. Morgarette, Monroe,
13th and 14th ...... 10
4.03 Mt 'le. Lizzie. 5th. Adams
4.04 and Jackson   14 1'
rniMarsh. John. 101h and goad 17 74
3 53 Mattis. John, Bowman Add . 8.149.61 Mechanicsburg Temple. one-
9.61 bait sere near distracts's 
Miller. Mande. 1136 N. 6th
11.1 Minor, John. 842 S.4
Moore, Bartlett. Tremble 
16.'3:1 and itMorgan (30. A., Xlisabetb, 6tk76
6.16
Mosley. John. hesrs, 10th and
;.•6543 I Boyd Ste  10.171
9.64,144litre, Sid, helm Madison,
10th snd Ilth 11.24
McKnight. Will, Burnett and
4'55 McGill, Geo.. 11th, rleensoe
137" I Ind Terrell 10.648.14
36'sin: I Flournoy  5.36
Neal. Sam. 10th & Cleveland 95$
11.671Nord, Annie. Broad AlOty  4 lie
3 415 Oveerton & Reed. George, 4th
6.51 and 7th 
1.5: Overton, Scott, 6th and Ohio
6,11 Owen, Nelson, 921 Wash 
Parker. Warren. Rowlown 
942 P64 erry..1 . 
Marshall, N. lAth.
9.64 Price, Rd, 1317 8. 9th St 
5,56 Pullen. Abe, 678 Id. 50 
12,90 Pollen, Ned. 10th. Tennessee
132..0157 Reedalinnd.sbax.lir sande: .s.th.. bNort.74. .
 and
8.38 Reed, Elijah, 13141.11. 9th 
11,741 itReed, do. Wes,du0iletonard1241104 S. Da11thve...
1.05 12th and Irlogrnoy  
10.85 Richardson, Armstead, N. 7th






4.64 Robinson, Kate, Washington.
711 and 8th 
6 56 Robinson. C. W., Jones, 10th
and 11th 
2 03 Solibe, Marearett, Rovetown.
4.41 Ihealrey. lamme, near Berger
6.68 Smith, Marla, 811 Husbands.
ISMIth. J. D.; 524 N. Stk 
3.030 Stanley, Jsne, Terrell St 
7.20 itteela Belle. 1111 N. 11th 
6 10 triage?. W e•iser Ave













6.11 It is a mighty good habit and will save )ou time,
trouble and money. We hav..ii the goods, we know
We are low in price and we surely .ariva to please.












At the first sug-
gestion of summer
we.ther, let the tang*
fire die out, set a
NEWRERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame 011 Cook-Stove
in a comer of the kitchen and at once the faintly boiling,
fr)infi and baking 111.IV he dune ..at ith comfort, because
the New Perfection " delivers the heat under the kettle
where you want it and not about the room where you don't
want it. Made in three st..es, each capable of an smoroshing
range of wink. If not with your dealer, write our nearest
agency.
The 0 Lamp ifle":411ageTt "re':Ina St% ing or study
-mellow strong. (onontious No
better lamp is made fos every household use. .If not at your





Green Hou3e3 50,000 Feet of Glass
g;et, )out Ester orders In early for Rolm sod Carnations.
Cyclamens ii,x/ Frimroires lo bloom, put
200,01/0 bedding plants to @sleet from. Estimable furnished
or planting yards.
Get Into the Habit of Dealing With
D. E. WILSON
Til loll, MISIC and POilli Carl
Telephones No. 313 Broadway.
CLIP YOUR HORSES
'They look brI, r, f.d kwtt,.r-*ueF-uw,rk • piped b..rra at.
to green] and you are out annoyed hy horse hairs when driviiii; ‘N
have an electric machine aid an expert leperator and will give you AA
111•Pd •igkrk as i'an lip done, at the regular pike
THE TULLY LIVERY CO.
4 I 00c••••••••1•4
Fourth and K•otocilly Asenu•.








The Zisrno Zerno Troupe of Russian
High Wire Performers with
4.55 THE COSMOPOLITAN COMBINED SHOWS
48.12
5 or,
2.02 Tandy, Page, Clay St  9.03
Thomas, Mrs S. ('. N. 13th  14.253,412 Thomas, Harris, 12th & Mad. 13.708.61 Thompson heirs, 10th St  4.081.33 Turner, Chas., 1041 S. bth  els
Turley, Clara, 1232 Madison 4.222,54 Turner, James, 415 Jackson 11.99
Towles, Eliza, Washington  10.176,10 Meow's. stoners/4, min pt..
Walker, Jordan, 1212 N 8th 13.74ea Washington, John. It 9th   6 68
11.39 Watkins, I.. Metzgres Add.  5 5413.53 Watts, A., 1128 N. 4th St , 1374
9,14 Webb. Alfred. 1235 S. Kb St 7.80
2.041Woleb. Lydla,.11. 9th St  8.14
123g1:,°741 44 Val"111%%:hh jV5Satffie:,11414de01:1:40:03:41114 19.41CW:7: •:14:: :25:1181
Williams. Harry, 10th 
and Rorkman  
Williams. nut, 1120 5. 19i9Wilma, G. L., Rowlandlown
Woolfolk, Scott, 8. 13(h W.
Woolfolk, Create, 13th and







The shove property tow 114 for
1111m7 hat Ing 10.4.11 returned to the
deer II • &Women( , sill be offrof`il
tor wile at the Illy Hall rio,,,r
all0•1111.11, %My VII. IRON, nt to
o'clock • na by Itir lit,- Treasurer,
hisksts paid to hint before that date...
11.F.X. KIRKLAND,
City Anditor.






























/remits guild* - Room 105
Extracting Teeth and 'Oats'
Work a Specially.
DR. RING BITIa0E14. DENTIST,
lae$111 7, Toe:heart Rending, up-





Half of the pleasure in Ketiak-
nig fa In preecrianrthe pictures
you make in wood cendition and
VOMIT' iequenen.-
Think what a pleasure It. would
Ise le have a pernienent record
sir the pleasant ~es and inci-
dents it every day if your va-
cation We. have attains& bound
In paper. cloth. silk. Imitation
leather arid leather. •





Terser are the enindatiens up-n
elects we are ).iiilding aucceaa.
I tur !tem.:: are getettied le the
pink ef remit t len always and our
equipment tile best, yet our
pricea are c ltreme ly ream maids.








Casteof much Interest wait tried laet
Titestlity before Judge e:niery, where
once Fleklin, of thls city, was
chanted with selling intoxicat Ink
llamas, and the evidence @bowed ti,
sold Dr. Flu, Cremo and Vivo, pre-
part d by A. M. Lavvison & Co.. and
the prouf all went to show these bey-
t'renre were non-Intoxicating. and the
cab. was distultised, as no violation Iii
the law mold be proven.
The dein:on of the court will get
favorably with :he sale of IV Fitz.
Vivo and Crews, which are prepart I
and sold bis A M Laesistio & , of
this etc.
PLUMB INO
it first elates Plumbing and
(las Fitting ace
1114NEUIT AUMCIAWEI
WA:slates carefully elven. Jobbing
• specialty. fild phone 2145.
All the !Latent medicines and
toilet artieles advertised in this




IS uaranteed pure apple eider'.
VREELAND BILL
GOES TO TABLE
Rouse Committee Disposed of
Measure.
Lime Arguim'ait Made by A'reeland hi
Support et Ills. 11111-:-Mensiese et
4' tee said
VILDRICH HILL IN DISCUISE.
W'sa..liirigtion :April 21.-- The 1101141'
cerium:Iv tat Walking and currency
voted to lay in the tab!. . the 'inane:it:
hill off.so• I i it•-pr.•scntatise Vrt--
land, of New York, as a subatitute
for the Aldrich bill and decinteel to
it port favorably on tn.. bill ree
introduted by Chairman Vitale's pet,
t 'ding for a carrency conatnission
convist of forty-three in. into is. 11
m4,111114 of the setiate. I I rs of
the house aid 21 otht-rr, o Ii.
be citizens. of the Culto..1 Stat. s.
' Tive-Yeaztuld. lit 
fawn jklate•••••••Ks•••• al,14,,urg_without irldtim:11g
III r nts. stmt.. in. astir,- of lieut.-et ion In trie-*
M. ,T. RILEY
124 8. Second Si. Phones 477
NOTICE
Your speeial attention is
called to the elegant assort-
...meta of new Spring and
Summer floods I now have
for you to select from, and




My pro-i's nrr right, style,
lit and workmanship the
Itest. .






ILL I NOIS CENTRAL vs-
cusessov nus.L.arrus.
St. LOWS. 110 , -,Cheasi est ar-
sten 11.r:I 19.i.s.
round trip.. Traiu 'earth% Pa-
ducah • a. ill arrIvintt
Louie 2:25 ii. W. 'peke t
good for return on all trains
to and including _Monday.
April 27, 19415. No baggage
to he t leeked tin those tickets.
Not essocl ii•'.cePing cars.
ftaids.iIhj9;s., April 37 - An-
nual- meeting sloutlineet K.-n-
oway Assn . I. 0 0 F. ;lie -
4-0 train will leave Paducah
a in.. April 27th: returning
itardwell 12:01 a. in..
, I 2 stb. Round DtP41-95.
a.•ta en pee., city
jAprll :11tb.
San Francisco, Los Angeles
and San Diego. Cal.--Dates of
rale April 25 and 26. Retorn
alit 00 days from date of
sale. Round trip $70.20.
Memphis, /Tenn. - Confer-
ence for education In the
south. Dates of Mile April 20
and 2!. and ,rain 103 April
22. Return limit April 30.
neund thIp $0.9a.
Memphis, Tenn. - Special
excursion April 21. Train
leaves 9:&O a. ni. Tickets good
ret timing on special trains
April ?.2. leaving Memphis
7::10 p. m. Rate $2.00. No
baggage checked.
• J. T. DONOVAN,
Agent City Ogee, Paducah,
Ky.
KILL The COUCH









I am making suits for $25 00
and u p in my new store,
• if you want an Etater Suit, made
.ini e and give toe a call. I base all
good, workmen aud my work is AD
lone in 'my attire. I don't have my
work tnade out, of the clty. Come anti
for yourself. -
SOLOMON, The Toiler
522 'roadway lid Pbswe 522
NOTICE!
h e Paducah
114 Ilk MI sod S.t,I-
diery
have nu,vcd t o






ie ready for bud-
eee• April 13.
The set Ion of the (.11111111:431,•. was
Inks n late Fit the afternoon aft( r
meeting itrut lag all tta: Vreeland
41.14 arid heir' th.• commit, and
made ,La strong• argument in favor of
his bill. vaving that be thought it
would le. eritnitial negliec .• for
it coit of another panic this tail. lie
did IVA, think a war
imminent. a'reeland raid his hill was
an emergency measure only, and h..
ft: voted the appointiflettt of a (-cir-
ri y- tiolutidintion to tsmaidor a pi
Mane-fit battklt:g and corrercv law'.
Hill, of cunweticut, eited
BENRY MANN,
11111110VED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
dank feballag. Bask Work. Loyd
and Library Work a specialty.
- =AL - ESTATE
AGENCY
rya wean, to try or.gaid.,
trews Syrup, Petalr beton Mr-
Inc can arm a No saw* bottle sent to Wen home to
eddies sate the company. Tao otter is tO prove that the
remedy roll do as we Clain% and is Ople 10 those
wta ewe lever takes it lend fc,r yus lure riy
iya ot3rns LI Mania:RUM 5, bc-el Ciao. Gentlest
yet mt,tetkctroe *OM * children, women and old
lois.. A guaranteed, awersert ,rra cure. THE
PUBLIC VEROIC1: '711e Lutaive so Goon and Sure
CALDWELL'S SWIM PEPSin." This omelet
SINS panty suaraetee NO. tr. Wales:Who. D. C.
PEPSIS/ S1IP CO.
- --
Viet:14141, severely c:It!"- ising
measure, whieh, he said, was the Al-
drich bill, pure and tiiillpie with two
seetions omitted. The isournitee thea
is .'lit into 4 xecutive sei-..lon to con-
:At r the meesure. Th.. disnussioo
over it was more pro!racted than
titer the Aldrich bill whieb was
crbleol last. week by tilialitn011a vote.
The Vreelaud WI hod some support-
. r. and when the vote on the motion
to table it was :taken, W...ks, of Mas-
elseliutestiss liortota,,_of Obits and Mc
Kinies., of Illinois, vol'.! in the Dego-
Thoes. voting in. the affirmaLive
'...re Prie4e.e. of Illipoic. MeMoerison,
-FilGill 111: WIIITTEIORE 
o Michigan. Weems, of Ohio. Waldo,
• Newi York. Hoye. of California.
logo, of Issuielana. Glass. of Virginia.
of Tvias. James. øf Kentucky
,eittatiford, of North Carolina, Mc.
of IN•nnsylvainia. and Malt
man Fowler. • In the case of the Ai-
dCeh bill the committer Geddes; 1..
thsP no reasem to the ionise for its a.
!tio11 sintply reporting the measar.
tabled.
I The m.tion_ to rei,ort the Fowl
.1.111 was adopted 10 In :t. Those sot
hug lb the negative weer.. peg°, Jann•r-
and Or:its-ford, while ',8iirton and Me-,
'll.nry Nolial present.
FREE
REAL ESTATE PRICE I 
isrrniA pushcart on which- three pyra-
• ds of oranges had been easefully
C.a. Seel or T.t.pilos. for it. at ranged by a swarthy venti:.r 
Was
standing near the curb of an uptown
- stres•t yesterday. It was-son the man-
nerless 835. FRATERNITY BLDG.. n side of the s
tr...t, and the thief-
slim. "2 cents -s for 15 cents," "3
 cents-12 for :15 cents and -4 esno
-7 for 2; cents," were already at-
How to Cure
Constipatio
Few people altogether escape a dieor-
der of the bowels. You may catch-cold,
over-tat, over-drink, worry too touch,
not exercise eumsgh or do a hundred and
one other things that result in cotastipste
tion or coativenesa. When the trouble
comes it is well to know what to do for it.
In the opinien of thousands there is no
better eerie for constipation than Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which anyone
can obtain for 50 cents or $1 at a drug
store. We all have constipation occa-
sionally, and the sensible thing to do iet
to bey. I, loo1U4.1 of tfiLa remedy &lease in tbill
home. You take It at norlo oh relit-Mx. tor
ct.trot, ... awl when you was, up in the Moral*
414 Ou usual tiCtUr It produces result.,
stomach instantly becomeu lighter, your
ta...d r. your eyes brighter. t',1 feel &sell...
and spry ogee again. your app,tite ban re.
turnel awl you are ready to work with enshu-
waam and vigor. Ali this may not hare taken
zw,res Lima a dose er two. at a cost, not to ricer-4
two or three mow. Can you ufford to NCI bad
when you can feerwoort (or'.., little?
Dr. Wilson Brown. of Metropolis. Ill., has no
hesitancy I. saying that Dr. Caldwall's Syrup
Pepsin is the ere:Sewn of .11 1:4/UttiveR and he
frankly admits to his patients that If they used
it onto the stomach. flyer or hoe-els got out cot
order they woukt have km acA of him. It is
without doubt the best cure foe occasional or
chronic oonstination. aysteteia. biliousness.
jaundice. sour stomach. lazy liver. flatalleller.
diarrhea. an.1 similar digescil Ulu in old or
yourec. Ills it thousand times better 'hall mite
or purgative waters. acts /pato, but surely. Is
plaioant to the team. dues not, grips, and cures
permanently.
00 10 your druggist and get a 50 cent mill
bottl,, and see if or claims are not justi tied.
FREE TEST
For eats, sprains, bemire, burns, rheurnatie
and all other pains, nee McLean's. Volcanic 
Oil
Liniment, First 110141 in 1162, still the same
effective remedy ju Ihin. (hood tor man or
Waft. 25c., sac. aod $1.00.
His lieward.
NEW STATE HOTEL ttflelltig attention, when two fighting
dogs and a mat: of peace got mixed
'tip undcr whet,..;.. The cart went
11111110POLIS. ILL. 
down and the orange pyramids be-
:verve bright juoving spots on the as
D. A. Bailey. Pro.. phait. The sma,11 boy was present.
fewest and ben hotel In tie clap 'anti helped himself, regardless of
tate* 01400. Two large WM. le Price. and scamper. d-possibly to be
lecuts. Roth rooms. WlecTrie Light* !on time for the noon meal. One
Tne oaly erateally located Hotel is 'urchin was stopped by a little
cite. irirewed 7-wear-old who had se
en the
OOKKERCIAL PATRONAGE SO accident. He broke away 
from his
LIOITIR). father, with whom 
he was walking,
 st ized hold of the boy and said: "Say.
EVANSVILLE. PADUCAH 
AND I' at isn't yours it's the poor man's.
Pet it down." A crowd witnessed
CAIRO L1/1111. Hi, act and show.•,1 its approval. Not
(Incorpevated.) !aeother orange %sent astray. The
father smiled a Oh pride as he led his
EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETA little son awio. bib he had only 
gone
a few steps when a boy shouted after
him: "Hey, they. ' Why don't you
buy de kid a mane, 7" And he did.
-New York Tribune.
(Dan/ Race9t Monday.)
Steamers Jo* Fowler and John I
ilopitine. leave Paducah for Evan*
rine and way landings at 11 a. at.
TUB STEAMER DICK YOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. in. sharp, daily. ire
coot Sunday. Special excursion rates
now In effect from Paducah to Cairc
knd return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table us
surpassed.
For further information ,apply ea
8. A. Fowler. General Pass. Agent, et
(Wan Fowler, City Pass. Agent, it
Powlsr-Crumbsugn IL co's me.
First and Broadway.





Grove* Paducah for Televiewer. Rives
Every VI edaesiday at 4 p. Oa.
t. W. WRIGHT Bastes
1CT7GENE ROBINSON
Tilts company tu not reeposettee
'or Inver* charges unless eoileeted
sy the clerk of the boat
Special eleltrilell rates trout Pada
.ah to Waterloo. Fare for the roan(
trip $8.00. 1,4•VOS PI”MWMS eTS,7
civedneedsy at 4 la S.
V
Yankee-"I'll have _you, knew.
stranger. that I belong. to Chicago."
Sandy--" 'Deed ' an' wha'd he
thocht it? Free the way ye've been
speaking I thought Chicago belonge4
to you."-Home Magazine.
Fkidic Foy'e Hamlet.
(Hamlet's Solilteoiy. as &Idle Foy
Flingerald might give Ile._
To be or not to be? Bully gee!
That's the question;
Whether 'Hs noble, ho, not to set up
a' tall scream
When you're stung; or put up a -scrap
against a Pen of troubles.
.To croak, to pound the feather; or
Jump In
At the mound of the goo-rand go to it,
kIddre
And forget volur troubles, see?
A guy is sure up against It In this
world:
And If yoe Pimp off the dock, where
do you come in?
A lot of boobsartit up with It because
they don't
Know where they get off. It, a hard
luck story, bo
For most of us: so many things put
en the chess,:
Our lisle. fr'ends pan its, a skip will i
- throw us deism:
Bulls la harness pinch Ina what's the
use"
-New York Sun.
It A. It. 4mM:1cl:sr;
I" THE NATION'S EYE,
aeRES3gWeiSeliESSERMaigleer
slays the Courier-Journal's Waal:-
ington letter:
"The duds and the Daughters are
11 gat us again. Such dashing duds!
Such teatinguistied Daughters! Ani
et ery laft lady has a new lid. The an-
UMATISM
B ODY RACKED WITH PAIN
No other disease cauSes such wide-spread suffering as Rheumatism. It
A a mrve racking torture, and so thoroughly does it dominate the system,
when it becomes entrenched in the blood, that its victims are usually cetu-
Jlete slaves to pain. RLettmatism is due to an excess of uric arid in the
lood brought no by stomach troubles, ak kidneys, indigestion, and a
neat D. A. R. congress is a hatriuti: sluggish condition of the system. The natiwal refuse of the tickly, instead
a • well as a patriotic asemblage. It. of passing off through the ordinary channels of waste, is left Co sour and
a meeting of millinery from the Al- ferment in the system becnuse of these irregularities, forming uric add
Ian pie to the Pacific, from the Gulf which is absorbed into the blood, and Rheumatism gets a foothold. As the
Is. the Great Lalca.. The gallery gods blood circidates throw,* the body it deposits the acrid, irritating sub-
- -mostly goddsabes. will gaze d:rwp stances with which it is saturated, into the diderent muscles, nerves. tissues _
from th •Ir io•rehes-onlY delegate: and Lones. Sharp, biting pains commence, the 
flesh becomes feverish,
the muscles arid joints throb and jerk, and the bodyare allowed on the floor. when Mrs. Swollen and tender,
M -Lean's goy.' announees ..they•,, is literally racked with pain. 
Plasters, blisters, liniments. etc., can never
cure the disease: they relieve the pain, per-
haps, temporarily. but do not reach the
trouble, which is in the blood. S. S. S. lathe
proper treatment for Rheumatism. It goes
down and attacks the disease at its bead, and
by driving out the poison and acrid fluids
which are causing the pain, and strengthen-
igg and enriching the -blood, cures Rheuma-
tism permanently. S. S. S. is the greatest of all blood purifiers, just what
is needed in every case of Rheumatism. Rook on Rheumatism and any
tuedical advice free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, OA.
un." on Manday-upon an eMor•soent
acre-of "Merry Widows" and a.prairie
of plumage. The 1). A. It, darnels an.;
damsels are here in time for thco sp.-
e.al service for them at St. John's oe •
Easter Sunday., the lint of .1pril. PURELY
dete of the battle .of Lexington it .
the eignificent day wish them that d.
termines the week for their annual
congress. Mrs. McLean. tit- 'affable
and approachable, is as busy as a be.-
with all her preliminary arrangements
She carefully considers every di tail
of the c-onscrss, even to the aeleftion
of the young lady pages, an honor di,
Itibuted with diplomatic caution, th
choice to represent as niucti 1). A. It
territory-Jai; possible. A strong rep•
r.sontation from Kentucky will figure
at tit•• I). A.-Its (*ingress. Th • caps-
ide state regent. Mrs. Christopher D.
Chenault, of Lexington, formerly 9f
hmond. will arrive at the Ebbitt
House. this D. A_ It. headquantem- on
Sandav, ateom-pntried by-Itts-Allffee
Scanlon. of :Richmond, regent of the
Boonesboro chapter and most of the
1.m:est:HIP delegation. Mrs. Cfienauit
was the foundor of the lloonatboro
chapter of Richmond. .S1e4 is a grace-
ful magnetie woman as, brilliant*
iiierst-Ified with the U. D. C. matter.'
with -the national organization.
Mts. Donald McLean has placed Mrs
Chenault upon the music ootumittec of
the Seventeenth tiontinental congress;
ar honor which the loyal regentb of
th•• bluegrami state at the rtmosst of
the president-general signalises by
atranging to have the Immoital mel-
ody, -My .01d Kentucky Hom:.."
sung at one of ths meetings by a beau
Cita) youIng vocalist of Washington. of
proud old KentwAy Mock. Sal-
lie Marshall Hardt, vice president gen
4' ral from Kentucky, Is expected' at
her usual quartgrit at the Ebbitt
House. -Mrs, George LL .Wilson.-
latuisvilie, ao ateractively identified
:th D. A. R. work at the last eon-
, ss, the dainty rent of the John
isirshall chapter, also arrives in Wash
eton with the Easter lilies on Sun-
+. Mi-s Katherine Shelby Todd
be a resident representative front
. franc Shelbs ehapter, of Shelby-
.... Mrs. Jthn liarit.r.e-MeDowen,
titer mends. r of the firer chapter
eani.....d in Madison county, is _eon-
fleeted with the Our rag chapter
s!lice her residence. iu Washington.
Mrs. C. D. Cunningham. of Lexing-
ton, is here as a delegate to the 1), A.
lb 4,4niel-4414*.
"The P. as. C. of the rietrict from
the I), 'A. R. congress will hold '1
luncheon every, day in the vicinity of
Continental Memorial Hall, at the his-
toric old Octagon House, where th.
treaty of Ghent was ssign.ed and whero
President Madison and the dabbing
Dolly took refuge during the ftritlith
!evasion of 1514. The proceeds will go
to swell Ile' Confederatc monuiriteu
fond-. Miss Mary Dream. of Kentuelc.
and Mrs. Oilie James will be of the re-
ceiviog ladies .at an Easter ball to be
given at the Arlington by the iii,, E.
Lee chapter, U. D. C."
There is nothing better than Kodol for
ilyapepala, indigestion, sour stomach
belching of gas and nervous headat h.






Four years' NET_HionTS oft/MA(14.M enable Draughon's chain of 30CW/roes to mate till*
greet/it 4 otter., for ii-ltted tiiife -to favor those short of wolk or cash by reason of late
financial depression. rltElf CATAle m;l G will convince you that III:s1N E.04 )11-; I consider
DRAUGHON'S PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGES
TU liEsT. No vacation; enter ally tuna, ivistrioiss hECUI(iEJA-Yer tteu tioNTigALT. 1




- C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second




THE CITY NATIONAL BANK
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
UNITED STATES DEIVOSITORY.
:Owned. Flarphhe and -Undivided-F=0E - --.111400,0(00-..0---
Sharetesiders Responsibility  200,000 00
Total Responsibility to Depositors  . 600,000 00
- S. B. HUGHES, President. JOS. J. FRIEDMAN. Vire reeddest
J. C. UTTERBACK. (*ashler. C. K ItICHARbsoN, Asst. Cashier.
INTERFMT PAID ON TLME DEPOSITS.
DIRECTORS.
A. R. ANSPACHER, S. R. HUGHES, S. A. POWIlt11, J. L. IMMO.
MAN, J. C. UTTERBACK, DR 3. G. BROOKS, BRICK OWEN,
We Clean Carpets...
If you want your carpets- BEATEN and NOT
CLEANF.D send them elsewhere. If you want them
thouroughly CLEANED send them to us.
What Is a Candle Power'?
Pretty mirch everyone. thinks he
knows, what a candle power is-the
light given by a single candle, ,it
course. As a matter of fact, candles
differ as mach in luminosity as light-4
houses, oil, lamps or fireflies, and a
candle power is not ono thing, but
half a dozen, according to the country
where the phrase Is used. "Tli -Great
Britain and the United States the
standard light unit is the amount giv1
en by a "spermaceti candle, 'burning
up at the rate of 120 grains an-hour.
with a flame forty-five millimeters
high." etc. In France the 'tendert:1
candie Is made of stearine, and Gee-
many's cafidle Was, until a few years
ago, paraflne. Now the latter cohn
try uses the so-called Hefner unit ot
light, the amount given tv• a rertait.
form of lamp burning acetate of atuyl•
Another lamp standard, called the car-
eel, was used in Fiance. In this pur-
ified rape seed oil is burned. Be-
cause of this unsatisfactory-interna-
tional chaos, it is now proposed that
our national bureau of standards at
Washington take steps to establish a
standard international candle, which
would be acceptable to at least nine
countries. Theijoint committee of gas
and electrical engineers which is urg-
ing this standardisation declares that
the change Obeid he made with rerv
little disturbance of most of the nal
tional standards now in existence -
New York Globe.
••.1•0
ReWitre Little Early Risen., the fam-
ous little liver pill% Rohl by all drug-
gists.
Mr. Woody--Music Is a most fas-
cinating study. DO you know I'd like
to sing awfully.
Mimi Blunt (wA6 had heard him)
-Oh, you do.-Roston Transcript.
Try this eau toe Jab Work.
New City Laundry and
Carpet Cleaning Works
Phones 121.
"117111mil Cite Us a Sian of Your #
INSURANCE 1














City Depository State Depository
.Cop1tal $100,0451
Surplus  00,900
Stockholders liability  100,1000
Total seruelty to depositors gneto,000
Accounts or Indit idnals and ficnia ...deiced. We eppresciete
small as well ete lame depelvdtork nod accord to all the !mote entariernall
to...outspent.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSIT3







Green River Tobacco Growers Plan
of Organization No Part of A. S. of E.
The Owensboro Inquirer say-s:
The Green River Tobaseo Growere'
association te a fact. lis organization
- Was 'effected in one of the greatest
meetings of farmer. ever held in
Owensboro. the morning session was
held in the Cha tauqua auditorium
where a temporary organisation was
effected, but the afternoon session
was held in the eircuit court room
!DUI WhitIl about soli men were crowd
eti as closely as they eculd stand
The me.-tit: g was comparatively quiet
for such a crovrd, and business *as
transacted with dirspatch under
espert work of Chairman Berry and
Secretaries. Moseley and V. P. State-
let.
According to a rule adapted in the
morning session a vote was to be
taken on the adoption or rejection of
the constitution, and President Berry
was runoing on sehedule time. when,
after the reading of the eons:glutton
and by-laws by Mr. thaveler. F. K.
lidosteley Unlisted upon the reading of
the amendment which he had pr..
Oared, and which had le-cu recom-
mended hy the district A. S of E.
• Object/ma to Amessdateut.
S. R. Ewing °bleeped to the Moseley
amendment which provided for a plan
by which a vote could be taken In
tivery county_ in. the distrkt
11410, when, if by a majority vote, it
should be decided wise to join the A.
S. of E., the organisations should be
merged He mode the point of order
that the constitution only was to be
itured upon. His point was sustained
and a vote was taken on the original
FINE PLAN TS
Brunson's rut rate sale on
bedding plants is now going
on at their green houses in
RowAindrown.
All 5c bedding plants gc
All 10e bedding plants .._ Sc








constitution. The vote was almost
unanimous in favor of its adoption,
only *bout twenty-live hands of the
700 or nun in the ,00ttrt room going
ut in opposition to it.
After this vote was announced a
vote was taken on the adeption of the
proposed new conatitution and by-
laws. Again the vote was prat-tit-ally
unanireoue. only a few etaoding %tell
the oopcsing vu:e was called for.
The Amendment Agana.
Chairman Berry ruled that whHe
the amendment was out of order at-
tached to the constitution which had
been submitted by the conference
committees he would permit the tak-
ing of the sense of the meeting on the
amendment separate. This brought
it before the house again.
j John Cullen spoke- again* the
j a mend ment . He thought it unneces-
sary and liable to create a bad im-
.preeeion. Ho added. -I don't ask these
le opie to get tutu our net.. I way we
have the hottie je-ople and the Ride-
, pendenta with ye today and let us
keep them witil us if we van. We Gin
tti' it best by defesit.ng this amend-
jinent.-
J. P. Foster. of Ohio county. moved
:that the aniendtnent be tabled. J. 0.
'Madden. of Hancock county. seconded
the motion, and it was tabled by en
tote:- -
John E. Ilinnect. of ilaneuek coun-
t. moved that the election of officers
be proceeded with. J. P. Porter. of
Ohio county. werronded the motion.
Explanatlons, were made by F. IC
Moeitley, T. S. t'ope'. S. IL Ewing and
I. 11. (*enchain, and then the Minoru
naotion was carried and notulnatioas
j for president were declared In order.
It soon be. sine manifest that the vas;
trowd was overwhelmingly for Henry
in rry. /Ye was placed in nomination
in short and pithy !speeches by several,
from counties other than Devices, and
cerdial seconds were givetv by Llavless
county voices. V. P. Steteler. of Mc-
Lean county, took the vote and it was
unanimous. *
Mr. Berry spoke modestly and
gratefully in returning his thanks.
end promised his beet efforts in, bst
kill"( the cause,
87 It. Ewing Vtre Freakiest. t
J. B. Obenchain. of Hoek
t), placed Juhn Cullett in trondastiog
fox vice president, but he was decided
ineligible. ea he is an officer is an-
other tobacco organization.
Geo. F. Lancaster, of Planoock cone
ts made an excellent plea for S. R.
Ewing. and nominated him for vide
president. He hit the popular chord.
and Mr. Ewing was ehosett vice presi-
dent by acclamation.
Governing Board Chives
The various counties were next in-
vited us caucus and select their mem-
 ewer 
brie of die governiog board. They
scattered to different moms or to dif-
ferent parts of the cheek court room,
and soon the following members of
the board were reported.
Devices county-T. S. Coke, Joe B
Crabtree, G. A. Weller, Hiram Marks.
bial and J. A. Jameson.
McLean county --John Cullen and
E B. iteEnens
Ohio county-Joseph Bellniain and
• F. %%Relies-.
Hancock county-Henry Shafer
and H. D. Brown.
Brecitinrdge county- a A. Whit-
!Anthill and D. C. Moorman.
'The recommendations of the coun-
ty conferences were received and rat-
ified by the general bode. Spencer
county., Ind., was to have had two
placer on the board, and Warrick
(mint)', Ind., OUP under the rules
adopted, but the delegates from those
counties stated that they were limited
by Instructions from their county A.
S. of E. lesions, and they would not
name members of the board. How-
ever, if, is expected that those coun-
ties will Yet gladly accept the places
-tendered them on the board and be-
come a useful part of the 148110Ci&ti011
Aeretore Limitation.
On motion of J. B. Obenchain, of
Hancock county, it was revolved that
the Iscaly reeommend to board of cote
!nil that they take prompt steps to
make the 10.04M hills to the hand reg-
ulation •ffoctive.
It Was -agred that the board of
t ontrol meet at 1 p. m. on AprIl 25.
at the Columbus hotel for organisa-
tion, and then another tobacco organ-





Eddie Carmon, All Round Comedian
Prior and Morris, Comedy Sketch
Beaugere, Quick Change Artist
Moving Pictures Illustrated Songs
Oxford Style That
Is Lasting  
To be always faultlessly shod is
easier than many believe. The whole
secret lies in getting shoes that re-
tain their style. Probably the single
feature that has made most friends
for our shoes is their permanent
trimness and good looks. Our Ox-
fords are made over foot form lasts
that afford perfect freedom to every
muscle The toes lie flat wiihout
any huddling or cramping. They
need no "breaking in" and never
















I W L. Pet
Chicago   t; I .1433
New York  4 1 .11410
Philadelphia   5 3 2 .600
 4 2 2 ,500
  5 2 3 .400
 6 2 3 .4041
  6 1 4 Am
 5 1 4
At St.
St. Louts, April
the visitors tke game.







  2 1
Batteries-Raymond and








Cincinnati. April 20 - Clarke's
home run in the ninth scored the only
un foe .Pittentirg.
The score: R H E
Cincinnati  2 tr•






fumble in the tenth gave the locals
the skin,.
Philadelphia    4 10 3
Boston  3 8 2




Brooklyn. April 20.-Taylor was
I
taken out of the boa In the fourth. I,
The score: It H E
Brooklyn  1 6 1
New York   4 6 0
Batteries- Rucker and Bergen:





New York  5 4 1 .S00
Cleveland  4 3 1 77.0
Boston   6 4 2, 667
IR. Louis  6 3 3 5oo
Philadelphia   6 2 4 3'33
Detroit  4 1 3 .250
Washington  S 1 4 .200
P.
At Boston.
Boston   8 11 1
Philadelphia  1 4 3
Betteties--Young and edger; Vick
en. Krause, Maxwell and 8chreck.
Afternoon game.
Boston  6 11 1
,Philadelphia  3 6 4
I Batteries-Morgan 'and Carrigan;
Carter and Smith.
• At Detroit.
Detroit  2 11, n
Cleveland ,  6 1. 0
Batteries-Malloy and Schmidt;
Rhoades and N. Clarke.
At Chicago.
Chicago  7 11 3
St Lout,   1 4 1
Batteries-81111th and Shaw; Wad-
dc Criss and Spencer.
At New Veit.
Slew York  4 6 2
Washington  2 7 2
Batteries - Dori*. Chemin° and
Kleinow; Oehrhig, Gates and Street.
-ttecrotary and Mee. W. H. Taft
will be at the Keay theater TueoulaY.
April Bi. Don't mini this chain ee
seeing these great Iry orole and ot
nolablet, alto the white bowie and
saber public building. in Ww.hingtost,
Teeeday, April Of, only.
-Ynti my that the cook sevarrIteri
yflhI " ImptIred the judge
"lie did -he kicked me. Y Mir
Honor"
”Where did he kick you!"
"/111 the pantry.".Judge,
thirprise and Vonquest
THE opening of our Special Exploitation Display and Demonstration was a tri-umph—a complete, absolute triumph! From the opening hours of the merning
until the store closed in the evening our Corset Section was thronged with delighted
women- -and not a single one of this enthusiastic throng failed to be very strongly
impressed with the novel and exclusive features of
1101 1511 4t• and GiligirrilCORSETS
•117eS1.1)̂ rbf‘t
single filet that they lace lpr
front makes them superior to aIl
saber orreete The 1Witietple of con-I
airsiction is right-right for grace
-fight !or health-right for sittlel
 - -
(L?fgu- P(4
Every figure--any figure -will tit the "iiossard"
Corset. It emphasix..e individuality, lie-tug the foun-
dation and permitting the .final touch of excluve
or elaborate toilette. As
the most intiniste seeessory of woman's sppatel .it
meets and joins the wearer's figure in quite a per-
sonal way, aesoeiatiag itself so closely and finely that
the "i;oseard" and wearer are one. The regard
of the wearer for her "i;ossan.1" Corset comes as
near true friendthip as eats child between Animate
beings and inanimate objects.
For the wornee of generous pmportiors—the
woman over 140—when hips need a refining line,
with waist wanting shapeliness, and bust eorrection
-necessary, we have the inOtlel-one model that will
do all these. If one only, either one, of these diffi-
culties is to be improved, we Wive that model, too.
For mademoiselle or madam of slight or slender
figure, or just bey. nil pale of either, be. it a
rounded effect that you require, a slip hi restraint, a-
direct line for emphasis, a curve for harmony, that
model we have conjured for your nerd; evolved it,
Ot by chance, but by the calculating plans of science,




;These eoriets at; I at tbo reamonab;t. ,
Pita 01.56 and up. Ecunomical
women Will find that one Gossard
corset at 46 ma aCtUdity 011111Per
than s ',Mins() 0,raeth at 12 each. t
9'he 2tost eautiful Vorset in the World
erirsetA, aft in the production of anythiog com-
bining art end beauty, there inns' be one most beentiful.
The Venus_de Medici, standing for all ages as the most
beautiful represeotative of the female form, is an ideal
figure, a composite of the measurements of many women
with as near perfect forms as could be found. As the
sculptor worked, harmonizing many beautiful curves, until
the one perfect form was ehisele I from the marble, so
worked Mmes. Margsine a Croix and rouble de Graeae,
rusesoring here  Anti there. taking this curve and that line,
combining for 1.'Irresietible" and "e/ossard" 4111 the
beauties of figure' in the most perfect models of Parish
until thry produoed one of the, most beautiful mewls.
And so, too, does every woman wbo wears this anap-
proetehable corset achieve a beautiful figure, for your lines
yield without discomfort and follow tbe harmonious out-
line of this perfect productiou. Con you afford to miss
our Special Exploitation Display and Demonstration I
Remember, it is under the personal supervision of Miss
Carrie Hrown, the persona/ representative of no H. W.
litteadird Co., who will be. with us only during Ibis week.





are racking your brains to think
.enjoyable drink at the soda fou




f the most delicious and
am, you will settle the ques-
y most by ordering
Sparkling— rmless as water, and crisp as frost. The
satisfactpy beverage. Liked b and good for all
classes, ages an sexes.
Delidons—Refreshing—Wbolokoma—Thirst-Qaencldng
GET THE-' GENUINE
Sc.i'rerywhere
‘.
